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1.0

TERM[S OF REFlERENCE

At 9.07am on 29 June 2005 Dr Leo Keliher, Director-General, Department of Premier
and Cabinet, contacted Dr Steve Buckland, Director-General, Queensland Health, and
requested an urgent investigation in relation to the alleged inappropriate disclosure, or
“leaking’ of the Final Report of the Review of Clinical Services at the Bundaberg Base
Hospital, to Mr Hedey Thomas, Journalist, Courier Mail.
Dr Buckland subsequently instructed Audit to conduct an immediate review of the
circumstances surrounding the handling of the final report between the h e of
finalisation on the afternoon of 28 June 2005 and the publication of the Courier Mail on
29 June 2005.

In conducting this review, in addition to reviewing the handling of the final report, the
Investigating Officer has also considered the circumstances surrounding the handling of
three other key documents produced by the Review Team prior to the finalisation of the
final report (described further below in paragraph 2.0)

0

2.0

BACKGROUND

2.1
TREREVIEUT
On 18 April 2005 the Director-General of Queensland Health appointed investigators
(the Review Team) under Part 6 of the Health Services Act 1991 to conduct an
investigation entitled Review of Clinical Services Bundaberg Base Hospital (the review)
in reIation to issues surrounding the appointment and clinical skills of Dr Pate1 and other
numerous issues relating to the clinical outcomes and care provided by the Bundaberg
Base Hospital.

This review team is comprised of the following officers:

(

Q

Mark Mattiussi

0

Dr John Wakefield

e

Ms Leonie Hobbs

0

Dr Peter Woodruff

J

The review team also receives administrative support from Ms Leanne Patton, Principal
Project Officer, Central Zone.
Since the commencement of the review, inaddition to conducting numerous site visits at
the Bundaberg Hospital, the review team has also worked from and stored all review
documentation in a locked room on Level 18 of the Queensland Health Building (QHB).
2.0

m Y DOCUMENTS PRODUCED BY REVIEW TEAM

Since its commencement the COI has been aware that the review was ongoing and on 11
May 2005 (received by QH on 13 May 2005) requested copies of all documents in
relation to the review.
During the past two months the Review Tern has produced four key documents in
relation to its preliminary findings. These documents comprise:
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0

e

The Interim or Draft Report of the Review of Clinical Services Bundaberg Base
Hospital (Annexure One)

e

A two page summary document, prepared by Dr Peter W o o M , entitled
‘“Table:Summary of Charts Reviewed to Date” (Annexure Two)

e

A 25 page commentary document prepared by Dr Peter W o o M entitled
“Appendix E Clinical Case Chart Review” (Annexure Three)

e

Final Report of the Review of Clinical Services Bundaberg Base Hospital (Not
annexed).

3.0

SUMMARLY OF EVENTS-INGS

The Investigating Officer spoke with all relevant officers who have had access to or
otherwise dealt with each of the key documents and reviewed documentary evidence
surrounding the communication of these documents (ie. email trails) in order to
summdse the events surrounding the handling of each of these documents. These
6.ndings are summarised below.

3.1

INTERIM OR DRAFT REPORT (Annexure One)

During May 2005 and early June 2005 Crown Law had ongoing discussions with the
C o d s s i o n in relation to an expected completion date for the Review Team’s draft or
interim report. Throughout these discussions Crown Law had advised the COI that the
review team expected to complete an interim or draft report by 3 June 2005.
On 6 June 2005 Mr Peter Dwyer, Principal Lawyer, Queensland Health-Bundaberg
Hospital Inquiry Team, Crown Law, emailed Mr Peter Crofts, General Counsel, QH, to
follow up on the status of the interim or draft report. On 7 June 2005 Mr Crofts advised
Mr Dwyer that the draft report would likely be completed the following day (Annexure
Four).
On 7 June 2005 Ms Patton sent an email version of the report to Mr Dwyer and lWr
Crofts (Annexure Five).
I

/

Mr Crofts distributed the interim report via email to Ms Leisa Elder, Ms Catherine
Flynn, Ms Geraldine Weld, Ms Jill Pfingst, Ms Katherine Curnow, Ms Leanne
Chandler, Ms Penelope Eden and Mr Peter Brockett (Annexure Six).
On 7 June 2005 Mr Dwyer provided the interim report to Mr David Boddice Q.C. and
formally sent the report under Crown Law cover letter to Mr Tony Stella (Annexure
Seven).
3.2

TWO PAGE SUMMARU PREPARED BY DR PETER WOODRUFF
(Annexure Two)

On 9 June 2005 Mr David hdrews, Senior Counsel assiskg the COI, had a discussion
with Mr Boddice wherein he requested a copy of a document summarising Dr
Woodruff’s findings in respect of the patients that had been reviewed up to that date.
On either 9 or 10 June 2005 Mr Dwyer contacted Ms Patton and requested a copy of Dr
Woodruff’s summary document.
At 8.26am on 10 June 2005 Ms Patton emailed a two page document entitled “Tables:
S u m m v of Charts Reviewed to Date” to Mr Dwyer and Mr Crofts (Annexure Eight).
Audit and OperationalReview Branch
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Mr Crofts subsequently emailed this document to Ms Weld, Ms Cumow, Ms Chandler,
Ms Eden and Mr Brockett (Annexure Nine).
At 1.59pm Mr Andrews forwarded a letter to Mr Boddice (via email) stating that he
understood that “a team of investigators engaged by Queensland Health (had) obtained
some information from one of its members, Dr Woodnrff about Dr Woodruff’s findings
in relation to a number of clinical notes which he (had) reviewed”. Dr Andrews then
requested details of “those findings of the patients reviewed to date by Dr Woodruff”
and any “commentary” provided by Dr Woodruff to the review team in relation to the
files he had completed reviewing (Annexure 10).

(- 1

Also on 10 June 2005, during the. meeting of the QH Steering Committee to Coordinate
Queensland Health’s Response to the Bundaberg Hospital Commission of Inquiry
(Morris I n q w ) , Queensland Health Systems Review (Forster Review) and CMC
Queensland Health Investigation (the Steering Committee), Mr Crofts provided a copy
of a two page document, summarising Dr WoodrufYs preliminary findings, to Dr
Keliher and Ms Uschi Schrieber, A/Deputy Director General, DPC. This document was
discussed at the meeting in general terms but was not annexed to the minutes of thk
document.
On 14 June 2005 Mr Dwym sent this document by facsimile to the COI.
On 16 June 2005 an article written by M i Sean PmeU entitled “Dr Death’s error rate
‘withinlimits’ appeared in The Australian newspaper. On the morning of 16 June 2005
Ms Schrieber contacted Ms Weld and had a discussion in relation to the circumstances
surrounding the provision of the drafl report and the two page summary to the COI.
This discussion was followed with a subsequent email summarising the verbal advice
provided during this discussion. (Annexure 11).
On 17 June 2005 Ms Weld provided a briefhg for the Director-General entitled
“Provision of the Bundaberg Review Team Draft,Report - “Review of Clinical Services
Bundaberg Base Hospital” - to the Commission of Inquiry (Annexure 12).
3.3

i

i

COMMENTARY BY DR WOODRUE%’(Annexure Three)

On 23 June 2005 Dr Woodruff was scheduled to meet with a committee established by
the Queensland Police Service (QPS) in relation to the investigation of any potential
criminal charges against Dr Patel. This committee comprised Mr Robert Atkinson,
C o d s s i o n e r of Police, M i Michael Condon, Detective Superintendent
(Homicide)(Assistant Commissioner of Police), Dr W o o M , Dr David Thiele,
Surgeon, Dr John Haynes, Anaesthetist, Ms Elizabeth Robertson, Registered Nurse.
Leading up to, and after this meeting, between 22 June 2005 and 27 June 2005, Dr
Woodnuff had continuously worked on a document summarising his preliminary
findings in relation to the medical charts he had reviewed throughout the review. QH
believes Dr Woodruff prepared this document partly so that he could refer to this
document during his meeting with the QPS.

On 22 June 2005 Dr Woodnrff asked Ms Patton to print this document for him so that
he could take it to the meeting with the QPS the following morning. Mr Patton advised
QH that Dr Woodruff took this document with him to the meeting with the QPS the
following morning 23 June 2005) but did not provide copies of this document to the
committee members during the meeting.
Audit and Operational Review Branch
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On 23 June 2005 Nr Dwyer contacted Ms Patton and asked for Dr Woodruff’s
commentary document, as the COI had asked for the document.
Given that Dr Woodruff was not present at this time, Ms Patton sought authorisation to
release this document f?om Dr Mark Mattiussi. M e r Dr Mattiussi approved the release
of this document Ms Patton emailed this document to Mi Dwyer’ Mi Crofts and h4i
Mattiussi (Annexure 13).

Mi Dwyer subsequently emailed this document to another lawyer at Crown Law, Mr
Gordon Twigg. Ne also printed four hard copies of this document, kept one for himself
and provided a copy to Mi Boddice, Mi F m and Mr Fitzpatrick.

Mi Dwyer has advised that this document has not been provided to the COI to date.
However, QH is aware that the COI (through Mi Anclrews) has had directly dealings
with Dr Woodnrff and cannot comment on the content of such discussions. At the time
of this investigation Dr Woodruff was overseas and could not be contacted to comment
on the handling of this document.
It should be noted that this document is essentially a “chapter” or section of the Final
Report and essentially contains all of the information that Mi Thomas refers to in his
article of 29 June 2005.
It should also be noted that in his article Mr Thomas makes variolzs comments which
could relate to this document, rather than the final report. Specifically, he states that ‘‘a
chapter (of the report) has been sent in strict confidence to the dgpartment’s Chariotte St
headquarters in recent days” and that “the devil in the detail of ,the chapter comprising
the first stage of the clinical audit could make or break the police base”.
3.4

F’INAL REPORT

The chronology of events surrounding the handling of theiReview Team’s report
between the finalisation of the report on the 28 June 2005 ana the publication of the
article in the Courier Mail has been s m a r i s e d in the following table:
Date

Time

Event

-

Ms Patton and Dr W o o h f f worked in
Review Team’s oBce on Level 18 of

22-28June2005

QHB to finalise sections of the fbal report.
28 June 2005

5.3Opm - 5.45pm

A hard copy of the report was provided to
the Chief Health Officer.

28 June 2005

5.5Opm

Ms Patton handed two hard copies of the
final report and four CD’s, each containing
an electronic (PDF) version of the report to
Ms Trish Neilson, Senior Executive
Support Officer topthe Director-General.
R/ps Neilson inxddiately placed the two
hard copies and %D’s on the DirectorGeneral’s desk. -.

5.55pm
Audit and Operational Review Branch
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of the &port to the Minister’s office to
discuss the findings with him. The
Minister indicated that he did not want to
retain a copy of the report overnight and
the Director-General took the copy With
him when he left the Minster’s office.
6.0Opm

The Director-General returned to his office
and informed Ms Jill Pfbgst, Executive
Manager, Executive Services, that the
Minister did not want a hard copy of the
report. He then gave both copies of the
report to Ms Pfingst to secure for the night.

6.0Opm

Ms PSngst secured both copies of the
report and four CDs in a locked filing
cabinet in her ofice. Keys to this cabinet
are only held by Ms Pkgst.

6.3Opm

Given that the Director-General had
originally asked for three copies of the
report’ Ms Weld telephoned Ms Patton to
inquire as to whether a third copy had been
prepared. Ms Patton advised that she was
still binding the third copy and would
deliver it to the Director-General.
-~

7.3Opm-8 .O@m

Ms Leanne Chandler walked to the review
team’s office on Level 18 of the QICB to
retrieve the third hard copy of the report.

Ms Patton advised that she had four other
hard copies of the report in her possession,

-

7.3qPm-8.0Opm

which she intended to provide to the four
members of the Review Team, Dr
W o o M y Dr Wakefield, Mr Mattiussi
and Ms Hobbs.

Ms Patton locked the office of the Review
Team and handed the keys to Ms
Chandler.
Ms Chandler immediately returned to
Level 19 of the QHl3 and handed the third
hard copy of the report and the keys to the
Review Team’s office to Ms Weld,
Ms Weld locked the copy of the report and

the keys in the cupboard in her office.
Article entitled “Question of murder not
natter of intent” appeared in the Courier
Wail.
Audit and Operational Review Branch
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Dr Keliher telephoned Dr Buckland to
express concern that the find report
appeared to have been ‘leaked” to Mr
Hedley Thomas, prompting above
newspaper article and requested a full
investigation, to be completed by 5.0Opm
on 29 June 2005.

collected a hard copy of the report.
{’

I

1O‘OOam

Investigation commenced.

10.20a.m

Hard copy of the report delivered to the
Minister by Ms Pfingst.

In smw, the following people had access to a copy of the final report between the
completion time on the afternoon of 28 June 2005 and the appearance of the article in
the CoUrier Mail on 29 June 2005:

I

e

Ms Leanne Patton, Review Team.

0

Ms Trish Neilson, Executive Support Officer to the Director-General.

0

Dr Steve Buckland, Director-General.

0

Ms Jill Pfingst, Executive Manager, Executive Support Services.

0

Ms Leisa Elder, Executive Director, Public Affairs.

e

The Minister for Hedth.

Mr Gerry Fitzgerald, Chief Health Officer.
0

Ms Leanne Chandler, COI Team.

0

Ms Geraldine Weld, COI Team.

All of the above officers have stated to the Investigating Officer during the course of this
investigation that they did not provide a copy of this report and/or disclose any
information fiom this final report to any person, outside the circumstances detailed in
the above table.
All of the above officers have specifically stated that they did not disclose this document
to Mr Hedley Thomas.

It is clear that limited copies of the final report were created and were carefdly secured
in a locked cabinet. There is no evidence to indicate that the report could have been
inappropriately removed fiom this location fiom an unauthorised person.
Audit and Operational Review Branch
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction

The attached flow chart (Appendix A) provides a comprehensive chronological
record of key facts identified by the Review Team during Dr Patel's tenure at
Bundaberg.
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I.O Background
Bundaberg Hospital sits within the Bundaberg Health Service District. The
profile of the Bundaberg Hospital taken from the Facility Profile QHEPS
update 10/03/2005 shows that the Executive of this facility include:
0

District Manager - Mr Peter Leck

0

Director of Medical Services - Dr Darren Keating

0

District Director of Nursing Services - Mrs Linda Mulligan

0

Director of Community Health Services - Tina Wallace

0

Director of Corporate Services - Peter Heath

i i
The Hospital provides a wide range of general
specialty areas including but not limited to
profile indicates that the hospital had 140
its main referral hospitals of

ices and some
breast screen. This
beds with an occupancy

ane and Princess Alexandra

Hospitals.
is central to this review, Dr Patel, he was

When considering th
described by man

p and kick down”. He has been described by several

o “wouldn’t listen to criticism” or “admit his mistakes” and
ned he would “yell at people”. He is reported to have ”worked”
ecutive at Bundaberg Hospital to provide them with the confidence
for additional elective surgery activity and was said to have reduced
waiting lists for elective surgery. He was described by some including his
referees as a man with a “can do” attitude. He is reported to have improved
the functional management of the operating theatres at Bundaberg by
reducing cancellations and improving throughput and utilisation though this
could not be validated by the Review Team as operation theatre utilisation

Bundaberg Review Team
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data was said to be available but as it wasn't validated it was not thought to
be reliable or accurate.

1.1 Emphasis on Elective Surgery
Many staff spoke of the emphasis on elective surgery and that it was the
major focus of the Health Service. Nurses stated that despite increasing
Operating Room workloads, elective surgery was never cancelled with
elective lists running over, after which time the emergency ca
commence. This led to increased nursing overtime. There is a
staff that in putting so much resource into meeting electi
perception amongst some that there is an inequita
inadequate allied health resources to meet b
requirements of the Clinical Services
applies to Bundaberg Hospital. The

urrent demand and the
ramework (CSCF) as it
within the CSCF are inclusive

1.2 History of Key P
pita1 has undergone some significant changes

In recent years B

er having had a fairly long period of stability.
ignation of the previous Director of Nursing in 2003 after

Followi
\

) years service it took seven (7) months until the current incumbent
nted and took up the position of District Director of Nursing
es. During this time there were a number of nurses acting in this role

(including Ms Ms Hoffmann). This was also at a time when there Were two
significant state wide nursing matters being progressed; the first being the
restructure of Levels 3/4/5and the. second the Accelerated Advancement
Qualification Allowance.

There was a need for strong nursing leadership

during this challenging period.

-~
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The Director of Medical Services was also a new appointment in 2003 having
moved from Western Australia following the resignation of the previous
incumbent who had been in the position for 2 years. The position was vacant
for almost 3 years during which time the position was filled temporarily. The
position was primarily occupied by Dr Nydam during this time.
The District Manager commenced in the role in June 1998 and as such has
been in the position for almost 7 years.
The Director of Surgery was vacant from early 2002 and fill
Dr Patel commenced duties in April 2003. The position
Nydam (Acting Director of Medical Services) in Aug
again in November-December 2002.

The

appointment are discussed in greater detail la
Throughout the review a number o f t

iewed described the culture of
ndly place to work’, ‘a job for life’.

common themes being:
et and staff were continually struggling to
egrity and still provide quality of care and services
i

’

sentatives) across Bundaberg Hospital
friendships and family linkages between staff which some staff
ed led to some behaviours being tolerated
0

Lack of support from Executive akin to an ‘us and them’ mentality
New people with fresh ideas often not welcomed

0

Resistance to change

o

District Manager described as the ‘game breaker’

- the person who

made the final decision
Expectation that managers will juggle multiple roles without adequate
resourcing
Bundaberg Review Team
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1.3 Nursing Services

Currently the nursing structure at Bundaberg Hospital is what would be
described within the profession as being flat. Nurse Managers, Nurse Unit
Managers and Clinical Nurses that are heads of a unit (eg stomaltherapy)
report directly to the District Director of Nursing (DDON). The Assistant
Director of Nursing (ADON) has no line management as no nurses directly
reporting to the position. This is somewhat unusual as it would be expected
that nurses would report to the ADON for day to
The origin of such change appears to have begun in Febr
review of the Nursing Structure of Levels 3,
Hospital w a s undertaken. The reviewer was M s
Director of Nursing Services, Toowoomba H
nt structure within the
purpose of the review was to ‘identify a m
ian led management’.
nursing division that envelops the philoso
During this review, a number of
Review, predominantly to ex
which in their view, has
and incongruent rep
Directors of Nursi
upon the reti

e reference to the Judy March
inion about the change in structure,
h e loss of support for middle managers
nships. At the time there were two Assistant

mmendation w a s to reduce the number to o n e
e of the incumbents. The Review Team could not

e the decision was made to remove the remaining ADON
ment and to implement the direct reporting to the District
ursing. It w a s however following the retirement of the former
Nursing, Mrs Glennis Goodman in September 2003 but prior to
ulligan taking up the position in 2004.
A significant number of nurses were interviewed throughout the review either
individually or as part of a group. What became apparent to the Review Team
was that many of these nurses expressed a s e n s e of powerlessness. There
were several examples provided of nurses not being given feedback from
senior line managers including the District Quality and Decision Support Unit
__
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and therefore they had made an assumption that their information was not
valued or acted upon. They were frequently asked to provide reasons for
budget overruns even in areas for which they had no control such as
pathology. Nurses described having every nursing hour scrutinised whereas
the doctors did not plan leave and used locums at significant cost to cover
shortfalls. Nurses saw this as unfair and an inconsistent standard being
applied across the hospital. They hold a view that whereas nurses are micro
service. This has led to a strong sense of resentment between
medical colleagues. There does not appear to be great res
within the nursing service.
One of the relieving Directors of Nursing on s

described the culture of the nursing servic
going on to explain that nurses appear
nt and that she believed
that they were looking for a new
he described the nurses as
competent with no obvious cause
n in relation to the provision of
quality nursing care.
Several of those nu

ewed spoke of the differences between the
s Goodman) and t h e new District Director of
Iligan). The overwhelming feeling was that with M r s

describe that when they cannot progress issues with Mrs Mulligan then
they have nowhere else to go and they are powerless to do anything else. It
was clear to the Review Team that the Nursing Middle Managers as a group
were generally supportive of each other, were keen to speak to the reviewers
on issues and had a shared view on what they saw as management not
responding to their issues effectively. This group believe there is a lack of

Bundaberg Review Team
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trust, supporting the view with allegations that Executive were allegedly
stating that ‘there were no decent middle managers’.

The existing nursing structure within Bundaberg Hospital was highlighted as
an issue of concern with nurses frustrated with the current reporting
relationships. This will be discussed in detail under 3.4 Risk Management
Framework.
4.4 Medical Services

The Division of Medical Services Structure has Directo
Departments reporting directly to the Director of M
addition, a variety of other positions report directly
or as 2 examples.
gional hospitals within
Queensland Health. There are five (5

tor positions reporting to

the Director of Medical Services

are listed below with their

incumbent (or most recent incum
0

Medicine - Dr Miach

0

Surgery - Dr Pat

0

Obstetrics

ompleted contract)
ecology - Dr Stumer

these directors, in addition to managing

administrative

of their own departments, to undertake leadership roles in other

ch as chairmanship of meetings and the management of service
groups. It is also usual for these directors to be utilised by the Director of
Medical Services as expert advisors in their specialty areas to assist with
organisational decision making. It is the opinion of the Review Team that
different directors displayed different level of leadership in the management of
their departments and related services.

It has been reported on many

occasions to the Review Team that Dr Patel took an active role in the
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operating theatre management and drove the team to improved levels of
efficiency. It has also been reported to the Review Team that some of these
directors were consulted, in their expert advisory capacity, prior to some of the
more complex cases being undertaken by Dr Patel and that they provided
reassuring comment.
When considering the concerns related to Dr Patel it is clear to the Review
many of the medical clinical directors were aware and had conce
the care provided by Dr Patel or the complexity of cases h
Some reported involvement as early as mid 2003. It is
action these medical staff undertook in addressin
organisation wide perspective. It is clear that so
to perform procedures on their patients, 0th
specific individual patients and their
continued with their duties even pr
patient was fit enough for the o

esthetics for patients as “the
surgeon wants to do it” and

“ICU should be able to cop
Others received feedbac
upon this by escalatin

rns to the relevant people.
ical staff described Dr Patel as someone who was

colleagues and junior medical staff. None of the medical
orted as willing to complain to him about his attitude. During the
n, some staff such as one specialist provided glowing reports
g stating “That Dr Patel is one of the finest doctors I have met and I
would work with him again. He has more than reasonable skills”.

In the

opinion of the Review Team there appeared to be a culture of avoidance of
issues and acceptance of Dr Patel’s behaviour. One has stated that they
wouldn’t let Dr Patel operate on his family though they also went on to say
that they wouldn’t let any of the surgeons in Bundaberg (public or private)

Bundaberg Review Team
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operate on their family. It seems that, amongst the medical staff, here is
general acceptance of mediocrity of performance.

I .5 Industrial Environment
The Review Team were advised that there is a strong industrial influence at
Bundaberg Hospital and that unionism is entrenched. It has been suggested
that change has been difficult and protracted as some of the larger unions
fought with the District over a number of issues. During the Review,
heard allegations of management bullying staff, and also that the
by some unions who bully other staff to ensure the view
delegates and organisers were adhered to. The Review T
that a number of union representatives hold position
the minutes of

and this, at times, has produced a conflict of int
the District Consultative Forum, whilst t

rence to workload

management issues, there is little or no r
culture of bullying and intimidation, se

*

to issues pertaining to a
\

ability issues or other matters

arising relevant to this Review.
1.6 Allegations of Failure

Whilst the following m
outside the scope

ive to manage concerns

ing to allegations of sexual assault falls
iew, the Review Team have included some
as raised during interviews with staff. There is a

me staff that the Executive of Bundaberg Hospital did
ction against Dr Tariq Qureshi, a doctor who fled Australia
s of sexual assault against patients of Bundaberg Hospital.

rt that they were told to observe his behaviour and to ensure he
alone with any patient. An allegation was also made that *hewas
to be allocated to Operating Rooms where he could be kept an eye on’. The
staff raising these concerns did so in the context of explaining that in their
view, Executive Management do not respond to serious complaints against
doctors in a timely way.

Bundaberg Review Team
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The file pertaining to this matter was reviewed and it appears that reasonable
action was taken in accordance with relevant legislation and policy and indeed
principles of natural justice. It could be argued though, that intervention such

as suspension or other disciplinary action could have been taken at an earlier
stage.
The issue of lack of feedback and support from senior managers to staff is
one that will be dealt with in more detail within the report.

Bundaberg Review Team
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2.0 Methodology
On the 18" April 2005 the Director-General Queensland Health appointed

investigators (the Review Team) under Part 6 of the Health Services Act 1991
to conduct an investigation pursuant to specified terms of reference. This
occurred on a background of a previous clinical audit which was undertaken
by the Chief Health Officer Dr Gerry Fitzgerald with the assistance of Mrs
Susan Jenkins of the Office of the CHO.

from the background contained within the terms of refere
a. That Dr Patel appeared to practice outside
Bundaberg Hospital. Specifically he und
hospital was not in a position to supp
deteriorated when they woul
higher capacity
b. That Dr Patel appeare
c. That there ap

i
tions which the

ransferred to a hospital with
higher complication rate that other

e a lack or failure of systems and structures
uality and safety of health care.

eference specify that the Review Team needed to:
mine the circumstances surrounding the appointment, credentialing
nd management of Dr Patel.
2. Review the clinical cases of Dr Patel where there has been an
identified adverse outcome or where issues related to his clinical
practice have been raised.
3. Analyse the clinical outcomes and quality of care across all services at
Bundaberg Hospital. Compare with benchmarks from other states or

Bundaberg Review Team
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other like hospitals and identify areas requiring further review or
improvement.
4. Review the Risk Management framework as it relates to the provision
of direct services at Bundaberg Hospital to determine its effectiveness.
Make recommendations in relation to improvements to these systems.
5. Examine the way in which the Service Capability Framework has been
applied at Bundaberg Hospital to determine that the scope of practice
is appropriately supported by clinical services.
6. Consider any other matters concerning clinical services
7. Should the Review Team identify other areas o

scope of these Terms of Reference, the
consulted to extend the Terms of Referenc

In order to undertake the review to comp
review team first reviewed the Cli
concern from both staff inte
of procedure codes
t h e Queensland

port undertaken by the office
hted a number of areas of
the data sources identified. The
as for further review around complication
rovided by the Client Services Unit (CSU) of

t ACHS clinical indicators and provided some
mmendations primarily around system modification.
usive statements made around the clinical competence of
gh attention was drawn to complication rates which the report
equired further in-depth statistical analysis and if indicated, a review
analysis. The Review Team having read the report and believing that CSU
HIC complication code data is typically not validated by clinicians in some
districts decided to conduct their own independent review from scratch to
ensure integrity of the review. Incidentally, following discussion, on site, with
the-Health Information Unit at Bundaberg Hospital it was confirmed that there

Bundaberg Review Team
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is no process in place wherein clinicians in Bundaberg Hospital regularly
validate complication codes.
The Review Team conducted two (2) site visits as part of this review. These
occurred from the lgfhApril to 22”dApril 2005 and from the 9* May to 13*

May 2005. Key people or groups of people for interview were identified, and
as the investigation revealed further people who may be able to assist with
information, more were added to the interview schedule. An i
schedule is attached (Appendix B) to assist with details of tho
interviewed and when. Some of those to be interviewed w
the requested times, consequently some of the intervie
an order which was not that preferred by the Review
ucted to advise staff of
h e Review Team so that
ntially to the team could. This
been included on the interview
was also aimed to capture thos
o contribute to the investigation. All
schedule who felt they had i
m s and confidentiality information at the
staff were issued with n
late the information and photocopy the forms
forum. They were in
ed in submitted their concerns. A locked box
if any colleagues
forms and was provided outside the rooms which
ere using. These rooms used were not near the Executive
not in a main thoroughfare, so that staff would feel
post their concerns. Fifteen (15) Confidential Staff Notification
During the first site visit an open staff forum
the mechanism to confidentially commu
those who wished to provide informa

As the terms of reference specify that the Review Team were to “review the

clinical cases of Dr Patel where there has been an identified adverse outcome
or where issues related to his clinical practice have been raised”, it was
decided that an initial way to screen for adverse events was to review the Dr
Patel patients from HBCIS. The Review Team considered that a reasonable
screening tool would be to look at a sample of deceased and transferred
Bundaberg Review Team
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patients. A report was requested to be generated from the Health Information
Unit of Bundaberg Hospital which included all patients who were discharged
during Dr Patel's tenure and had an admission or discharge consultant or
surgeon with the consultant code for Dr Patel who had either a discharge
code of transfer or deceased. There were some difficulties experienced by
the Review Team in obtaining this information as an initial report which was
produced by the Transition II team at Bundaberg Hospital only included those
patients with a principal surgeon code for Dr Patel. Once it was real

0

the Principal Surgeon category a further report was
Transition II team and provided to the Review Team.
Further updated lists were provided during the

'

I

Review as the
ing patients who Dr
the final list of patients

records that were reviewed by the R
ention to review all deceased or
should be realised that there was
into contact with Dr Patel as this
transferred patients who ma
nformation on the clinical practice of Dr
was only a screening t
erm of Reference No. 2 the Review Team
Patel. Further, in acc
r Patel where there was an identified adverse
assembled a list
cases were identified by staff or from incident report
the interview and investigative process. This process
identify other cases of potential adverse outcomes in
r than the Dr Patel surgical services in response to Term of
e No. 3. An appendix (Appendix D) identifies the names of patients

Further, the Review Team formed a link with the recently formed Patient
Liaison Service and the temporary Medical Services Executive and District
Manager to obtain patient details that, in their opinion, the Review Team
should be aware of. This link was also utilised by the Review Team to ensure
that any patients identified during the course of the investigation by team
Bundaberg Review Team
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members who needed ongoing clinical care could be appropriately referred.

All the additional patients are included in the attached lists.
During an interview with Ms Hoffman, the Review Team were advised that
there were some surgical patients who were admitted under other consultants
to apparently “hide” them from Dr Patel. These patients apparently had their
admitting consultant changed to Dr Patel following transfer. As no specific
patient names were provided this could not be verified and therefore
potential to hide some patient records from review.
In order to gather further data about the functions of th
the Review Team utilised the Bundaberg Health
Strategies Map to identify what committees might
scope of the investigation.

The Review

ommunications
rds relevant to the
entified the following

cornmittees:
Leadership and Management
Improving Performance
Clinical Services For
Safe Practice and t
Infection Contr

N, ADON, AHNM & Bed Management Meeting
rsing 3,5,6Nursing Services Committee
e

Medical Staff Advisory Committee

e

Erromed meetings

e

Theatre Management Group

e

Continuum of Care

e

Executive Council

e

Workload Management Committee

Bundaberg Review Team
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Nursing HOD
The Review Team requested and reviewed these documents for the last two
(2) years for relevant information. In addition the Review Team compiled a list
of other relevant documents some of which were brought to the attention of
team members including:
o

Complaint forms

e

Adverse and sentinel event forms

e

Memorandum

0

Letters

0

File Notes

o

Emails

o

Personnel Files
Other Documents provided to the Revi

during interviews
some of these documents as

h as File Notes and Letters from

there were many loose leaf doc
staff raising concerns and
undated and some eve

.

This included many of the statements

reportedly attached t
hese documents were created and, at times, by
came quite apparent that printed copies of emails
at are reported in both European and American format
erican though user definable) and depending on the settings of the
05/10/03 could be the 5" October or the IO" May 2003 and it was impossible
to determine from the printed document or profile of the individual Groupwise
account which date it was. The Review Team where ever possible has used
other collateral information to validate dates where ambiguity has occurred.
However this identified anomaly has the potential to affect the chronology of
reported events.

~~

~

~
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Dr Patel has had contact with a significant number of outpatients and other
hospital inpatients. It is clear that he provided care to some 1,457 patients
during the 1,824 admissions. He operated on approximately 1,000 patients
and conducted some 400 endoscopic procedures on outpatients during his
tenure at Bundaberg Hospital. As the review was to “review the clinical cases
of Dr Patel where there has been an identified adverse outcome or where
these patients and other inpatients of Dr Patel where issues we
were out of scope of this review.

There was neve

requirement, to review all cases involving Dr Patel.
This report is a compilation of all of the
interpretation of the Review Team as to
occurred.

It is based on a combina

provided during interview. As much

uments and information
e the events reported by staff

was no compulsion on tho
compelled to provide
remembered when c

if they declined.

This should be

he information contained within this report.

on codes) at Bundaberg Hospital are audited with input
ensland Health adopts the European style of date format or
sets as” long date” and removes the user definable characteristic
of this field in GroupWise to reduce confusion in the future

3. All documents raising complaints or concerns need to be dated
and signed by the staff member raising the complaint or concern
or returned to them for signing and date at the time the document
is first presented.

Bundaberg Review Team
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Findings & Analysis

3.0

3.1 Examine the circumstances surrounding the appointment,
credentialing and management of Dr Patel.

The Review Team approached the investigation of the management of Dr
Patel using a systems-orientated approach. Members of the Revi
\

have expertise in this methodology. This is consistent with

0

technique has three main aims:

0

Determine ‘what happened’: Collecti

ification of facts and

chronology of events.
0

s repeatedly asking ‘why’ until

Analyse ‘why it happened’:
root causes or significant

factors could be identified. It was

also useful during thi

onsider ‘what usually happens’
ed’ based on the information available

0

(

Determine

‘

ouId be prevented’: Recommend corrective

,

facts identified by the Review Team during Dr Patel’s tenure at

.

This document provides for simple cross-checking of witness

nts and summary evidence obtained during the review process. It is
not practical to address all these events in the body of this Report.

Bundaberg Review Team
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3.1.IDr Patel Appointment Process:

Whaf happened?

From the information contained within Dr Jayant Patel's

Bundaberg Hospital Personnel Files (medical staff have a file in the office of
the Director of Medical Services, which appears more detailed, and in the
Human Resource Department, neither of which is complete in its entirety) and
interviews with relevant persons it appears his Curriculum Vitae was
presented by Wavelength Consulting to the Bundaberg Hospital A/
Medical Services, Dr Nydam on the 13" December 2002 when D
looking to fill vacant and impending vacant staff surgeon PO
The Director of Surgery position had previous1

(

Nankivell, who resigned the post in Janua
of Director had been advertised on 2
and, after the successful applicant

Dr Patel's initially prese
as a Staff Surgeon
2001 and Clinical

sing in September 2002
eclined the position, again in

ed that he was most recently employed
rmanente from October 1989 to September
fessor, Department of Surgery, Oregon Health
to present. A subsequent (presumably updated in

i[
plication for Temporary Residency completed in March 2005 by
dicates that he was employed at Kaiser Hospital from September
December 2002 with this updated CV, included the following on Kaiser
Permanente letterhead which were faxed:-

* 4'h May 2001 from Edward Ariniello M.D. Northwest Permanente, P.C.,
Diplomate of the American Board of Surgery, Chief of Surgery (retired
as Chief 2000
0

18'h May 2001 from Peter Feldman, F.A.C.S., F.R.C.S.(C)

Bundaberg Review Team
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0

4" June 2001 from Bhawar Singh, MD, DABA, FACA, Department of
Anesthesiology N.W.P., P.C.

0

4"

June 2001 from J.T.

Leimert, MD, Chief, Department of

Hematology-Medical Oncology, Portland OR.
There were other references provided with these which included:0

30" May 2001 from Wayne F Gilbert, MD

0

2"dMay 2001 from Leonora B Dantas M.D., Northwest Pe

t

Dept of Internal Medicine

0

Subsequent telephone reference checks were obtained
2002 by Wavelength Consulting from Dr Bharwar
and Peter Feldman both from Kaiser Permanente

of Anaesthesia
g Dr Patel. These

conversations were documented and copies y@$\i&ble

in the Personnel

c,

File.

h

iew Team were advised that no

From the interview with Dr Nyd

atel by the hospital management at

further checks were undertak

Id rely on the information provided by

that time as Dr Nydam

atel was offered the position

Wavelength Consulti

r twelve (12) months, on a
sis, subject to Medical board of Queensland and
ment approval.

Wavelength Consulting undertook the
Department of Immigration
re deadlines were being met

the hospital administration was updated of progress. Dr Patel was
subsequently registered under Section 135 of the Medical Practitioners
Registration Act 2001 from 1'' April 2003 to 31" March 2004, registration
number 1030450 by the Medical Board of Queensland. There were was no
reference to any concerns raised with previous registration in other countries.
Dr Patel was subsequently appointed as the Director of Surgery by Dr Nydam
as the position remained unfilled and out of the two (2) Full Time Surgeons,
Dr Nydam felt Dr Patel would be the most suitable.
Bundaberg Review Team
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Dr Patel commenced employment with the Bundaberg Health Service District
at Bundaberg Hospital on the IS‘April2003.
Opportunity for intervention:

Though not within the scope of this review,

identification of past registration restrictions may have altered the decision
regarding the employment and clinical privileges of Dr Patel by Bundaberg
Hospital.
3.1.2 Dr Patel Credentials and Clinical Privileges:

There is no evidence tha

What happened?

was granted specific clinical privileges consistent
Clinical Service Capability of Bundaberg Ho
acting Director of Medical Services
rm locums were usually not

Bundaberg. Dr Nydam reported th

ges being sought for Dr Patel
uly 2004 the Director of Medical
Services, Dr Keating

Patel following up on the previous

’2003 regarding the allocation of clinical

correspondence of

e advises that “the colleges have been unable
nominations and this has significantly slowed down
as approved interim privileges”.
ity for intervention:

It is usual practice for the District Manager

more appropriate, to delegate to the Director of Medical Services
determination of clinical privileges for temporary medical staff. However, it is
likely under current procedure that this would have specified ‘general surgery’
which would not exclude the complex surgical procedures such as
oesphagectomy which have raised concerns.

Bundaberg Review Team
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3.1.3 Management of Dr Patel:
The following section of the Report will address several key decision points
identified by the Review Team, and provide an analysis of each, followed by a
summary.
a) Concerns first raised with management about Dr Patel:

What happened?
DDON) and Ms Hoffman met with Dr Darren Keating r

r )

Phillips UR 034546. This patient had died following an
concerns were raised about the three issues. 1) Dr
therapy and support. 2) Dr Patel was rude,
collaboratively with the ICU medical an
Bundaberg was Level I and was n

taff. 3) That the ICU in
of providing the level of care

that was required to support such s
Dr Keating agreed to sp
ed that the ICU should be able to cope with

issue with Dr Carter

te for surgery and had been refused surgery in

i
e of this discussion.

It appeared to be considered an

issue between Dr Patel and Ms Hoffman. No file notes were
these discussions.

Opportunity for intervention:

A multidisciplinary meeting to address the

issue of the adverse patient event would have highlighted the Service
Capability issue. A decision could have been made at this point to specify
surgical capacity in relation to the ICU. Communication of outcome to staff
that raised concerns.

~-
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b) Further concerns raised about Dr Patel by Dr Joiner:

What happened?
Around the 5" June 2003, Dr Joiner met with Dr
Keating to raise concerns regarding the care of patient M r Grave UR 130224.
This patient was the second oesophagectomy under Dr Patel and had had
complications requiring prolonged ICU stay. Dr Joiner questioned Dr Keating
about whether these cases should be done in Bundaberg. Dr Joiner had
Dr Carter was away and Dr Keating asked the acting Director,
see the patient. H e indicated that the patient could stay in
days later, the patient was transferred to the Mater Ho

return, Dr Keating met with him to discuss concer
that the Bundaberg ICU should only elective1
hours. Dr Carter indicated that this was vari
to 5 days depending on circumstan
pecific outcomes were
documented from the complaint.
Opporfunity for intervention:
Patel in line with Se
staff that raised c

bility of ICU. Communication of decision to

On 6" February 2004, Dr Miach provided to Mr

ing DDON) and Dr Keating, an unsigned and undated complication

complication rate (six out of six patients), that had undergone Tenkhoff
catheter insertion by Dr Patel. Mr Leck found the complication report on his
desk and requested Dr Keating to follow up. As a result of this, Dr Miach
refused to have Dr Patel operate on his patients and Dr Patel refused to visit
the renal unit. Dr Miach arranged for this access surgery to be provided
under an outsourced contract arrangement at no cost to the hospital, through
Bundaberg Review Team
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Baxter. Mr Leck requested advice from Dr Keating and he was supportive of
this arrangement. This contract was signed off by Mr Leck.
Opportunity for intervention:

Given that several senior clinicians had

expressed concerns regarding patient outcomes from Dr Patel, consideration
could have been given at this stage to obtaining formal external peer review.
However, there is currently no standard Queensland Health process to assist
administrators determine how this should be conducted.

On the 2"d July 2004, th

What happened?

that the wound dehiscence rates were high. T
Executive Council. This was followed up by

the Infection Control
efinitional issue and that
ntrol nurse indicated that she

as a result of further review, that the
was satisfied with the results of the
Opportunity for interven

ISinformation in addition to the previous

external peer review of the cases and limit to

concerns would have

vent Report from Ms Hoffman to Dr Keating, Mrs

On 27" July 2004, Ms Hoffman reported the death
of Mr Bramich UR 086644 as a Sentinel Event. This was consistent with the
Queensland Health definition of an unexpected death. This was delivered to
Mr Leck, Mrs Mulligan and Dr Keating. The allegations of the staff against Dr
Patel in this case included delayed transfer, verbally abusing Mrs Bramich in
ICU and grossly inappropriate attempts at pericardial drainage when the
patient was in extremis. The IC0 staff were allegedly shocked by this event
and tried to access the hospital Employee Assistance Service for counselling.
Bundaberg Review Team
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This was not available and several staff accessed counselling services
external to the hospital. The staff were further devastated when they 'heard'
that the sentinel event was not reported to the Director General as per the
new Queensland Health policy of June 2004. The event was considered by
Dr Keating, not to be a sentinel event. He commenced investigation. It was
alleged that no feedback was ever given to the ICU regarding what was to be
done about the incident report, or the result of any investigation. Ms Hoffman
These included the fact that Dr Patel was planning a thoracot
for the following Friday, and she was concerned that this
capability to manage in ICU. Secondly that she was c
had happened on the Mr Bramich case.

(.

Ms Ho

the apparent lack of management action, proce
the Queensland Nurses Union in August 20
met with her on 3rdSeptember 2004.
Hospital received a Ministerial com

ember 2004, Bundaberg
the Mr Bramich case and a

Section 9A PIPA Notice was se
Barry on 6" October 2
Patel and Ms Hoffma

lem still appeared to be being managed as a

personality conflic

ese nurses maintain that their attempt to raise issues relating to
ere stopped having been advised that such a forum was an
priate venue to raise specific clinical practice concerns.-They maintain
that confidentiality was given as a reason for this stance. Mrs Mulligan denies
that issues concerning Dr Patel were raised at any nursing meeting although
she does recall on one occasion nurses raising an issue re lack of support
from Medical staff (DDON, ADON, AHNM and Bed Manager 9" August 2004
Minute No 08/04-6). There was no agreed action or outcome and the agenda
item was closed.
Bundaberg Review Team
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Opportunity for intervention:

A multidisciplinary team review of the death

would have been appropriate.

Once again, given the previous issues,

external peer review would have been appropriate.

9

Serious concerns regarding Dr Patel competence formally
raised by Ms Hoffman with Mr Leck and subsequent events:

What happened?

After a meeting between Ms Hoffman

Mulligan on 20" October 2004 regarding
with Mr Leck. He requested that she p

0

detailed in a letter dated 22ndOctober 2
to meet with Dr Keating and three other medical sta
made by Ms Hoffman. He met with Drs Berens,

29" October 2004. Following these three
I. During
- interviews he

decision to obtain external peer review
indicated that he did not believe he ha
or to limit his privileges. Over t

days, he attempted to secure a
on 16" November 2004 and this

reviewer. The Tilt Train inci
created two weeks of

t evidence to remove Dr Patel

ption and the issue was not further

addressed during thi

Dr Patel contributed to the significant local

efforts to treat the

r contacting a number of colleagues for the
ers, Mr Leck was advised that he should consider
with the assistance of the Audit Branch and sent a Fax

I

004. He was advised in writing, via email, the next day
a clinical matter and did not appear to constitute misconduct.
mmendation was to contact the Chief Health Officer, Dr Fitzgerald
a copy of the email had also been sent. Mr Leck contacted his office
and was advised that he was going on leave and would not be able to attend
to this matter until he returned in January 2005.
On the 24'h December 2004, the Director of Medical Services, Dr Keating
wrote to Dr Patel offering a further extension of his contract from Ist
April 2005
until 31'

March 2009 under the terms and conditions of the previous
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extension. The Review Team are unable to find any documentation of a merit
based process to support such an extended period of contract extension for
Dr Patel. Dr Patel advised in correspondence dated the 14‘h January 2005
that he was “not renewing my (his) contract as Director of Surgery with

1 2005”, and this was
acknowledged by Dr Keating on the 18” January 2005. Further discussion
Bundaberg Base Hospital beginning April

ensued and correspondence from Dr Keating dated 2”d February 2005
Medical Officers’ and Resident Medical Officers’ Award

- Stat

salary of $1,150.00 per day (includes all call ins) and we
paid at the above rate when placed on call fo
correspondence also detailed that it was Dr Patel’s
ABN number and to submit an account to Acc
upon completion of the locum appointment.
of any provision under the District Heal

Senior Medical Officers’

03 which allows for locums to
be employed in this way. Dr Patel

pting this locum position on the

7%February 2005.
It should be noted th
oesophagectomy

December 2004, Dr Patel undertook another
UR 007900) who died and allegedly grossly
auma victim (Mr Mobbs UR 038213) on the 24”

2”d February 2005 the Director of Medical Services, Dr Keating
assessment for Dr Patel for the period December 2003 - January 2005 and
rated Dr Patel’s performance primarily “better than expected” though rated
Emergency skills, Procedural skills and teamwork and colleagues as
“consistent with level of experience” and Professional Responsibility and
Teaching as “Performance exceptional”.
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Dr Fitzgerald and Ms Jenkins arrived in Bundaberg on 14" February 2005 to
commence a review of Dr Patel. On 22nd March 2005, the letter from Ms
Hoffman was read in parliament and the Review Team were advised that on
the 24" March 2005, Dr Fitzgerald released preliminary findings of his review
in a press conference.
Dr Patel subsequently left at the end of his contract in March 2005 before
taking up the locum position.

,

0

Opportunity for intervention:

Given the significant and

the allegations of patient harm associated with Dr Patel,
safety, there was an opportunity to limit or remove
October 2004 pending review.

g)

Other relevant manageme

The Review Team were unable t
nsion and locum contracts. From
interviews and the do
Services operated o

appears that the Director of Medical
ndard Queensland Health Human Resource

accepted practic

.-

Dr Patel's extension and subsequent contracts. In
(

1
/

nd the Office of the Director of Medical Services.
25" November 2003 Dr Patel's contract of employment was extended
for a further 12 months from I"April, 2004 until 31" March 2005. It is noted
in his extension of employment that the rental subsidy which was initially $150
per week for the first 12 month period had been increased to $300 per week.

On the 2nd December 2003 the Director of Medical Services, Dr Keating,
completed a Special purpose Registrants - Section 135 Area of Need - Qld
assessment on Dr Patel for the period April - November 2003 indicating that
Bundaberg Review Team
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his performance was “better than expected” for most of the criteria and
“consistent with level of experience” for the others (Emergency Skills and
Medical Records/Clinical Documentation).
On the ‘
5 January 2004, Dr Patel was appointed as the Surgery Academic
Coordinator (0.5 FTE) in the Rural Clinical Division

- Central Queensland

(RCD-CQ), School of Medicine, University of Queensland. Dr Patel continued
to be employed by Bundaberg Hospital and part of his position was
the RCD-CQ under this appointment.
h) Employee of the Month Awards

There was widespread discontent with the awar
Month’ in November 2004 to Dr Patel. This
contribution following the tilt train disast
concerns raised by Ms Hoffman had
this recognition was unfair and
fact a multidisciplinary te
involvebin-the-train-d

d, many staff felt strongly that
Documentation sourced by the

r outstanding achievement for nine staff
hieh-Dr-Patel-wasbut-one recipient.
-

were provided with information surrounding allegations of
ment involving Dr Patel and a number of nursing and medical
t some of the information was hearsay, one female staff member
ade serious allegations against Dr Patel did speak with the Review
Team. The staff member concerned accessed support and advice in
accordance with the Sexual Harassment Policy and was in the process of
pursuing her complaint further when Dr Patel left Queensland. Given the
confidential nature of the allegation and the inability to speak with Dr Patel,
the issues raised and actions taken have not been documented within this
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report. However there is clear indication from the statements made by the
complainant that this matter would have required immediate investigation.
Statements made by other staff members in relation to this incident include:
e

Dr Patel asked interns to perform surgical procedures beyond their
level of expertise.

0

Dr Patel paid more attention to females than males.

e

The performance assessment of the staff member conc
bartered as a tool for personal favours. When th
refused, the performance assessment was graded a
j) Lack of feedback from tertiary facilities
om tertiary and other

A number of staff raised the issue of lack of
hospitals following transfer of patients. S

at had information been

provided especially where there was

undaberg Hospital was
capability then perhaps this may

potentially working outside of th
have been opportunity for earl
The Review Team had
Flying Doctor Servi

n with the Medical Superintendent Royal
nfirmed that in July 2004, there had been some
g Hospital staff - Ms Hoffman and Dr Keating. This

of transfers from Bundaberg to Brisbane
ctice of hospital handovers rather than tarmac handovers which
The suggestion that Bundaberg hospital may be performing procedures
outside the CSCF.
At no time was Dr Patel's competency raised as an issue. This was confirmed
by Dr Rashford, Clinical Coordinator who had also spoken with staff at Royal
Brisbane & Women's Hospital to ascertain whether they had experienced any
particular issues with transfers from Bundaberg Hospital.
Bundaberg Review Team
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3.1.4 Why did this happen?

This section summarises the key underlying system issues identified by the
Review Team that contributed to the events as they unfolded in relation to Dr
Patel. This is based on the James Reason ‘Swiss Cheese’error chain model.
The major contributing factors were found to be:
Organisation level:
process for Area of Need temporary resident
doctor to be registered without inde
veracity of the application. (It is not

ope of this Review to

comment further on this matter).

ages in Queensland and
practice, has led to a situation

challenges faced by pro
where services are u

threat, which leads to recruitment of
ff that are often not suited to the local

overseas trained

ctations. This leads to decreased safety and

sis on production within health service delivery.
ce which leads to a focus on finance. This can sometimes
e expense of safety and quality.
Queensland Health Clinical Service Capability Framework

(CSCF) discussed later in this report lacks clarity in relation to specific
surgical procedures. The Credentials and Privileges process would
require significant change to allow for specific procedures to be
excluded based on CSCF.
0

There is no Queensland Health orientation process for executives
particularly for out-of-state appointments.

This leads to a situation

where executives are often unfamiliar with organisational legislation,
Bundaberg Review Team
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policy, procedure and practice and lack the necessary networks and
contacts to ensure compliance with expectations.
0

There is no objective mechanism for monitoring the ongoing
technical ability of a medical practitioner to determine whether their
practice is within acceptable standards. The absence of any formal
guidance to help senior clinical staff and executives determine the
appropriate process when concerns are raised about a clinician's
performance, causes confusion and uncertainty in dealing

S

situation.

0

Health Service District (Workplace) level:
o

The local committee structure is

lacks clear

of patient

accountability systems for the
safety and quality issues.
o

There appears to be

and expertise
quality requirements of the

to adequately support the
Hospital.
0

The performance a

of local management was based

heavily upon budge

ity and ability to keep services going, with
es receiving lesser emphasis.
rkforce over the past five years has led to

f locums and temporary overseas trained doctors
i

'

on, peer review/support and collegiate focus
ical community at the Hospital.
ulture at the Bundaberg Hospital which
es not support reporting, rather than viewing reports as
opportunities to learn and to improve processes.
Team level:
0

There is no established process for the multidisciplinary review
and management of clinical incidents. The executive are charged
with investigating events and this lacks openness and transparency,
which led to a lack of trust between staff and management.
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0

There is no standard process and expectation of multidisciplinary
peer review, audit and quality improvement at clinical unit level
(paediatric Erromed is a notable exception)

e

There was a perception that executive management did not listen
to clinician concerns. This was made worse as they were rarely seen
in the clinical areas.

Individual level:
e

Dr Keating was from inter-state and was unfamil
Queensland legislative, policy and administrative
There was no local capacity to facilitate the
adverse patient outcomes which reduc
personality issues.

e

There appeared to be a culture

g problems rather than
rew, did nothing, hid patients,

or arranged alternative
the problem together
e

Dr Patel was not

h written advice regarding his clinical

eensland Health ensure there are rigorous processes for
recruitment and assessment of Overseas Trained Doctors prior to
commencing work in Health Service Districts.
2. Queensland Health must develop a comprehensive strategy to

address the serious medical workforce issues affecting safety and
quality of health services. This must deliver practical assistance
to Health Service Districts.
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3. Bundaberg Health Service District should ensure that safety and
quality is afforded priority. This will require Queensland Health to
examine health funding incentives.

4. The Clinical Service Capability Framework (CSCF) should be
developed to include specification of key groups of elective
surgical procedures that are CSCF dependant.

5. Bundaberg Health Service District to ensure that all medical staff
receive adequate orientation to the district on commen
for key executives.
6. Objective mechanisms for monitoring the
ability of medical practitioners needs
determine whether their practice is withi

7. The Bundaberg Health Service D
y and quality. That a single

establish clear accountabili
multidisciplinary committ

tablished to address patient
itor and evaluate actions and

ealth Service District, there should be a

8. Within the B

t in implementing safety processes.

Health Service District establishes a clear process

Queensland Health work with Bundaberg Health Service
trict to develop peer clinical networks with a focus on clinical
performance, service improvement, benchmarking and shared
learning.
II.Human Resource Department Bundaberg Health Service District

to provide oversight of Medical Staff Employment to ensure that
there is consistency with recent Queensland Health policy,
awards and industrial agreements.
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12.One complete Personnel File to be maintained by the Human
Resources Department Bundaberg Health Service District.
13.That Queensland Health develop and implement a state-wide
clinical

governance

framework

which

effectively

tracks

accountabilities for clinical performance, and is subject to regular
compliance monitoring.
14.That Bundaberg Health Service District ensure that all medical

Bundaberg Review Team
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Review the clinical cases of Dr Patel where there has
been an identified adverse outcome or where issues
related to his clinical practice have been raised
3.2.1 Clinical Case Chart Review

3.2

1

Table: Summary of Charts Reviewed to Date

14

.
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3.2.2 Interview Feedback Relating to Dr Patel Clinical
Performance
During the interviews with staff the Review Team sought information
regarding their observations about Dr Patel’s surgical technique and

The common themes include that Dr Patel had is
infection control practices and the attentiven
technique. These include comment that h
opted for “mass closures” and he sutu
performed with suture material rat

to the Review Team that some

itself isn’t an issue though it has

When considering

ing stapling equipment which in

ontrol practices Dr Patel is alleged to have
ose with a gloved hand and be operating whilst
atitis of his arms.

th some of the “basic stuff” though from the information gathered
iews by the Review Team it was reported that he didn’t “protect
the bowel” nor was he as meticulous in his dissection of vital structures,‘as
other surgeons have been though he was better than others. Some report
that he undertook dissection with his fingers.
Many report that Dr Patel was not receptive to feedback regarding his
performance and he is said to have denied responsibility for complications.
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Others pointed out instances when during teaching he allowed very junior

staff to operate under his supervision. In one instance h e supervised an
intern performing a bowel anastomosis. A number of the more senior resident
medical officer staff found this very unusual. It was a common theme that h e
allegedly taught at people and was reported to use his own curriculum rather
than that of the university and reportedly often yelled when things weren’t as
h e would like.
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3.3 Analyse the clinical outcomes and quality of care across
all services at Bundaberg Hospital. Compare with
benchmarks from other states or other like hospitals and
identify areas requiring further review or improvement.
The Review Team undertook an analysis of available data sources for the
purpose of identifying quality of care issues at
require further review.
The major data sources analysed were:
Health Information Centre, Queensland Health
CHRISP Infection surveillance reports
ACHS Clinical Indicator Reports
Measured Quality Report
Surgical Access Team

R

w called Health Systems

Development)
Incident Reports
It was evident to the

m that there are significant limitations on the

validity of the vari

that track clinical indicators. Small sample sizes
useless. As a result, it is rarely possible to obtain
can assist management decision-making. In addition,

om medical record coding which, at Bundaberg Hospital the
were advised, has not received clinical validation. Furthermore,
between Bundaberg and other facilities is really only possible
roviding risk-adjusted data, such as the Measured Quality Report,
which is currently subject to cabinet confidentiality provisions.

3.3.1 Surgery
The surgical service includes general surgery, including management of
emergencies and trauma, general orthopaedics, and urology performed by a
Bundaberg Review Team
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visiting general surgeon. Public vascular surgery has now ceased due to the
resignation of Dr Theile, the previous Director of Medical Services. Upper and
lower GI endoscopy are provided by both surgeons and physicians.
Total performance against elective surgery waiting time benchmarks during Dr
Patel's tenure 'did improve. However, this can not be solely attributed to Dr
Patel nor to General Surgery.
Despite the collection of clinical indicators for surgery, it is not

PO

identify statistically significant variation from benchmark for the se
Patel as an individual. However, some trends can be establis

Rate 04

Definition

ACHS
Indicator

4.1

Unplanned patient admission to
24 hours of a procedure

Double
expected

Double
expected

1.3

Double
expected

Double
expected

3.1

Double
expected

Double
expected

3.4

75%
patients
(9/12)

13.6%
patients
(3/22)

ar that these anomalies were adequately investigated and

. These reports were
produced by the DQDSU and were not well developed, having only been
recently commenced.

It is notable that the surgical ward reported much

higher numbers of incidents than other clinical areas and medical ward (with
the exception of mental health). This could be either due to a better reporting
culture in the area, heightened awareness due to concerns about Dr Patel, or
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more actual incidents.

It is not possible to draw valid conclusions from

comparison of reported incident numbers.
Infection rates are reported through the CHRISP elCAT surgical site infection
process. This provides for 6 monthly reports across a range of indicators.
Discussion with Dr Whitby suggested that there was no significant change in
the infection rates collected and reported through CHRISP for Bundaberg
collected from Bundaberg Hospital or from many hospitals due t

c

surveillance rankings. As a result, inpatient S
Surveillance is not collected in either of these gener
surveillance, it is
ction rates that would
not be picked up, as they occur after di
Current reporting of clinical indi

mbraced by clinicians, has little

statistical validity and does

assist decision-making.

3.3.2 Intensive C

lanned admissions to ICU were higher than expected but not
nificant. The number of readmissions to ICU within 72 hours of
om ICU decreased 2003 (2.9%) to 2004 (0.3%).

3.3.3 Integrated Mental Health Service
This service has been the subject of a recent comprehensive review and was
considered outside the scope of the current review. The Review Team were
advised by Ms McDonnell that apart from recommendations regarding the

~
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nursing NO4 position and some capital works which were progressing, the
other recommendations had been implemented.

3.3.4 Paediatrics
The paediatric service comes under the Director of Medicine. The paediatric
service is consultant led, has excellent supervision and teaching and has
embraced incident analysis and improvement through the Erromed g
a service, they appear to be functioning effectively.

3.3.5 Emergency Department
. Performance benchmarking in the Emergency
average waiting times in the National Eme
(ACHS Criteria 1.I
-15).Bundaberg Hos
benchmark for percentage of patients

the required time for each

category.
The percentage of eligible pa
presentation to the Eme

ceive thrombolysis within 1 hour of
epartment also consistently exceeds

benchmark performa
No further review

ency Department data was made by the Review
t Review of Critical Care Services in February 2002
ection on ED issues) identified significant medical staff
medical leadership and quality systems and problems with

nd design of the area. It is not clear what actions were taken to
he recommendations in this Review.

3.3.6 Internal Medicine

The Medical Department at Bundaberg Base Hospital consists of general
medicine, nephrology, visiting gastroenterology and non-invasive cardiology
services.

Case-mix data indicates that Renal dialysis is the highest volume

DRG for Bundaberg Health Service District.
Bundaberg Review Team
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There are two clinical indicators that are of concern in relation to Medicine as
identified by the Measured Quality Report, 5” May 2003 (Cabinet In
Confidence). These are:

1

~

Definition

Indicator

2003/4 Rate

1

2003/4Peer
Group Mean

morbidities) and statistically significant. Work has
address these issues, with Bundaberg Hospita
paths and joining the state collaboratives.
from the 20046 data once available.

ed in Bundaberg Health Service
District in March 2004 by
support for safety in Me

identified that the senior management

s below that in other areas.

t delivering approximately 800 babies and admitting some
logy patients for the 2004 year. The Bundaberg Family Unit
Birthing Suites with 4 Special Care Nursery cots.
Two Staff Specialists are employed Dr Stumer and Dr Wijeratne. Dr Stumer,
who is a long standing staff member of Bundaberg Hospital is the Director and
July 1997. The Bundaberg
has been employed in this capacity since the lst
Family Unit has had stable nursing leadership with the Nurse Unit Manager
having been in the position for a number of years.
Bundaberg Review Team
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When considering the clinical outcomes of the obstetric service, data was
obtained from the Health Information Centre, Queensland Health. The most
recent data provide was for 2003. This data demonstrates that Bundaberg
Hospital performs favourably against peer Qld Hospitals. There is a 21.3%
Lower Segment Caesarean Section rate which compares favourably to
Rockhampton and Mackay Hospitals with 30% and 27.5% respectively.
There is a 74.6% Spontaneous Vertex Delivery rate which, eo
63.7% at Rockhampton and 65.3% at Mackay. High Apgar sc
admission rates to Special Care Nursery when compared t
('

\

suggest that generally the obstetric and neonatal ou
concerns. The low percentage of women being pro
management of labour is lower than the peer
an inability to access anaesthetists in a timely
clinical practices within the delivery suite.
The Review Team were made

mber of concerns regarding the

Obstetrics and Gynaecolo
number of complaints, s
communication and t
some staff, even i

pecifically, there are a significant
ver a two (2) year period relating to the
f patients by Dr Wijeratne. It was noted by
e NDirector of Medical Services, Dr Nydam in

s up to one (1) patient a clinic complaining about his

d by some to Dr Stumer's inability to make decisions and it is

I for him to take one and a half (1%) hours to see one patient in an
t setting. This results in significant patient delays and Dr Wijeratne
seeing the majority of patients for which he reportedly becomes resentful.
There is also significant and ongoing conflict between the Director of
Obstetrics and Gynaecology and midwives .surrounding clinical practice
protocols, the reported obsessive and repetitious behaviours of the Director
and the responsibility for the management of the unit. The last of these,
Bundaberg Review Team
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relating to the lack of engagement of the Medical Directors in issues such as
the management of service budgets and quality agenda, is not only relevant
to the Family Care Unit and is dealt with in other areas of the report.
There were instances where clinical practice guidelines produced by the
Director such as those for urinalysis on antenatal patients, dated 16“ January
2005 are referenced to outdated sources or letters in response such as:
e

Mayes, B.T. (1959), A Text Book of Obstetrics

e

Murphy D.J. & Redman, C.W. (2003), The clinical utili
urinalysis in pregnancy MJA:178(10) Letter in Respon

Other guidelines are internally inconsistent, such as
of Mono-Amniotic Twins revised on 26” Februa
delivery of mono-amniotic twins should be
weeks and except for emergencies

rean section at 32-34
ndertaken at the Royal

Women’s Hospital or Mater Mot

tal Brisbane”.

paragraph the guidelines advise
Caesarean section for mon

h details that “the

In the next

ndaberg Base Hospital, elective
ins should be delayed at least until 36

weeks completed gestatiorf’.
During interviews

was described by some as “peculiar” with

.

In the opinion of the Review Team, from
rview he seems to be quite fixated, almost to

rn, on issues of the placement of delivery suites to the
atre complex, the testing of urine for protein antenatally and
clinic arrangements.
During review of relevant documentation, the Review Team identified a
number of Incident Report forms completed by Dr Stumer. These were dated
and submitted in January 2005 but relate to events which occurred in mid to
late 2004. Of note, these reports highlight clinical practise issues which were
withjn the control of the Director to manage and it was unclear to the Review
Team whether this had in fact occurred. When considering the previously
Bundaberg Review Team
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noted behaviours, the details contained within these incident reports further
confirm the ongoing theme of urinalysis for antenatal patients.
Following interviews and reviewing the after hours nurse manager reports the
Review Team became aware of a number of patients, including those with
undifferentiated chest pain, being admitted to BFU and, to a lesser extent, the
paediatric unit. This raised concerns about the appropriateness of admissions

additional potential risk. It is not unusual to outlie patie
though parameters need to be agreed upon to ens
patients are admitted to these areas.
3.3.8 Other Medical Issues

Upon review of the multiple personnel
is very apparent that there are prim
one within the Office of the Direct
the Human Resources De
issues for senior m e
the Audit Branch

e senior medical staff, it

discrete records maintained,
I Services and the other within

rmation on performance management
ncluding issues which have been referred to
tion of the Criminal Justice Commission (refer
ctor of Medical Services Office for Dr Anderson).

for the Human Resource Management Department to
priate storage of performance management and disciplinary

Other Medical Officers have been appointed to permanent Full Time positions

seemingly without any merit based process. Also Option A contracts have
been offered for a period of 5 years which is contrary to IRM 2.7-12 seemingly
without any Human Resources Department oversight.
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Another anomaly which was identified whilst reviewing the Personnel Files of
the Senior Medical Staff was that one of the specialists, the Director of
Medicine, Dr Miach holds General Registration, Reg No. 924595 in the State
of Queensland.

He was, and the Review Team believes currently is,

employed as a specialist with right of private practice by Queensland Health
and appears to hold the relevant qualifications (MB BS Melbourne 1968 and
FRACP, MRACP Australia).

At the time of the Review he did not hold

Board of Queensland the Review Team were advised that Dr
applied for General Registration in Queensland on the
Registration application form. The Review Team were
had never applied for specialist registration in Quee
Dr Miach's Personnel File that he was previous1
Victoria prior to taking up his appointment
even though Dr Miach didn't hold Spe

tration with the Medical
r number for specialist billing

Board of Qld he was in possession

No 0222115X for the Bundaberg H
Rostering of medical sta
to the overnight on-

aised as a concern. There was a change
om 14'h July 2003. This change placed an

additional Princi
e on-call senior doctors for medicine and surgery to

this change. This change was introduced to curb fatigue
and fatigue leave to on-call staff. It was opposed by the medical
appropriate diagnosis and management.
Review of other concerns raised by staff and patientshelatives lead to a
review of other clinical records. Some of the common themes which have
arisen from these include:

Bundaberg Review Team
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0

Poor structure to the ED assessment of many of the patients reviewed.
Some patients had significant pathology which appeared to be missed
at initial presentation because a thorough assessment was not
undertaken at initial presentation and admission in the Emergency
Department or on the ward when the patient was admitted

0

There was evidence that the supervision of junior doctors during

business hours was appropriate. After Hours and on weekends, this
was not necessarily the case, with inexperienced juni
the difficulties in recruiting suitably trained medical
junior medical staff are not as well supported
could be. There was an instance of a patient
d Intensive Care.
one of the local private hospitals because
This patient was admitted publicly u
were cared for privately and was
was left to care for this det
atient after hours and even
of the criticality of the case they
though the consultant was
did not attend the ho
d to a Brisbane Intensive Care Unit the
was subsequently
cology is of concern - complaints about
itioners not being available to provide clinical

3.3.9 Other Nursing Issues

A number of nurses interviewed raised the issue surrounding line

management, stating that they are no longer clear as to the role of the ADON
and further that the current reporting relationship is most unsatisfactory.
Bundaberg Review Team
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Reasons for their dissatisfaction are primarily that with so many nurse
managers reporting to the District Director of Nursing there is difficulty
accessing her in a timely manner. Some nursing middle managers report that
whilst the District Director of Nursing espouses an 'open door' policy that in
fact this is not the case and at times had to wait weeks to get an appointment
to see her.

that the number of staff reporting to her is significant and does i
workload. However, the matter had been raised with the
when she commenced in the role and it was determ
arrangement would stay in place for 12 months to
skills of her middle managers and to provide a
staff further.
Mrs Mulligan maintains that when a

iddle managers requested to

see her to discuss an urgent

s always available and/ or

form of communication

ues and decisions provided within these

communiques.
Hours Nurse Managers are required to provide a
ecutive which is completed three times a day at 0700,
rs. This report is intended to communicate staffing issues,
ncies and activity within Peri-operative Services and the
t of Emergency Medicine.

There is also a section to report

nt events that have occurred and that may be of interest to the
Executive. The Review Team requested and reviewed these reports from
2003-2005. On reviewing this large number of reports it became obvious that
these reports do not always provide key information. Significant events such
as the sentinel events (Mr Bramich 27" July 2004) and another after-hours
adverse event (Mr Kemps 21'' Dec 2004) were not documented. If the
purpose of the report is to inform Executive of significant issues that may
Bundaberg Review Team
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prompt further investigation then the report needs to be completed accurately
and comprehensively.
It could be argued that within the current environment the flat nursing
structure does not support the nurse middle managers at Bundaberg Hospital.
Some nurses have reported a reluctance to report issues knowing that they
are reporting to ‘Executive’ whilst others say ’there is no feedback so why
bother’. It was commonly reported that the District Director of Nursin
(ADON) who they believe has been sidelined, with key r
removed.
The Assistant Director of Nursing reported that prior
duties she reviewed all incidents. Her current r
projects such as the Asthma Trial.

This

Assistant Director of Nursing positions

state where they would

have direct line management a

be accountable for nursing

leadership and professional practi

ior level. A number of nurses
e Assistant Director of Nursing was
d. Lack of role clarity and a perceived

lack of support forth

Executive were expressed by some of those

staff interviewed.

ces. Within the current arrangement, if any of the nurses
eport to the District Director of Nursing have an issue with a
want to take out a grievance against their line manager then any
rievance would need to be directed to the next level above. In this
instance this person would be the District Manager.

This would be a

significant disincentive to report matters especially those relating to clinical
issues. It would be unlikely that Nurse Managers would take such action and
even less likely that Nursing Officer Level 2 (Clinical Nurses) would take such
action. This would be particularly so if the matter remained unresolved or

~~
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perceived to be unresolved at District Manager level. At this point the matter
would require escalation to the Zonal Manager.
As a consequence, when staffare reluctant to report upward they may tend to

opt toward the seeking of support from their union i.e. Queensland Nursing
Union (QNU). It has been suggested that the QNU have a strong presence
and are very active within Bundaberg Hospital. This is not an unusual

where flat structures exist and wherein nurses may seek indust
rather than a more direct and less threatening app
management.
Recommendations
es to current clinical

indicator reporting and be
clinician acceptability.

2. Queensland Health t
to provide risk-a

velop Measured Quality Program
statistically valid performance data

Health Service District and the Measured
Team follow up these indicators once 2004/5

nd Health to develop, implement and support statistical
onitoring individual clinician performance in key clinical areas
of practice.
5. That Bundaberg Health Service District assess progress against

the previous Critical Care Review findings.
6. Consideration to undertake a more comprehensive review of the

issues highlighted, particularly those surrounding the medical

~
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leadership and clinical practice, within the Bundaberg Family
Unit.
7. Reinforce to staff that incident reports need to be completed and
submitted with evidence of analysis and any corrective action
taken in a timely manner.
8. Protocols need to be developed to determine which patients are
clinically appropriate to be admitted as outliers to the
Bundaberg Family Unit.

10.One complete Personnel File be mai
Resources Department.

II.The anomaly of a medical officer

I Registration being

ht of private practice
should be corrected.
of Queensland general (non

12.The anomaly of a Me
specialist) registra

pecialist level billing Provider
supervision should be provided to ensure

artment is thorough. Structures need to be put
ensure adequate supervision of junior medical staff
rs and on weekends.
eport must be reviewed to ensure that all Nurse Managers
provide accurate, pertinent and timely advice to the Executive in
a consistent way.

15. That reporting relationships for the Nursing Service be reviewed
to incorporate the existing Assistant Director of Nursing

position and also to provide a reporting relationship for Clinical
Nurses

who

Bundaberg Review Team
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Stomaltherapist could report to the NUMSurgical Ward rather
than DDON.
16.The Position Description for the Assistant Director of Nursing
position must be reviewed as a matter of priority.
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3.4 Review the Risk Management framework as it relates to
the provision of direct services at Bundaberg Hospital to
determine its effectiveness. Make recommendations in
relation to improvements to these svstems.
3.4.1 What is risk management?
Risk Management is the "systematic application of management policies,
procedures and practices to the task of identifying, analysing,
treating and monitoring risk"

0

REF(Management Advisory Board's Management I
Committee (MAB/MAC), Guidelines for managing
Service, Report No. 22,Canberra, October 1996,
Clinical risk management is a system
improve patient safety through the id

ch by health services to
prioritisation and treatment of

risks.
3.4.2 What guidance did,

land Health provide to assist districts

develop effective cli

Queensland He

policy in Integrated Risk

(No. 13355,February 2002;superseded by 13355, .
Incident Management Policy
omplaints Management Policy (15184: 23rd

What resources were provided to Bundaberg Health Service
District to implement clinical risk management?

Training was provided by the Queensland Health Risk Management
Coordinator to Bundaberg Health Service District to assist Bundaberg staff
comply with the policies. However, training was not provided in Root Cause
Analysis methodology. There were no additional human or fiscal resources
provided to Bundaberg Hospital to support the additional work required to
Bundaberg Review Team
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effectively implement and sustain the policies. The District Manager for
Bundaberg Health Service District was responsible for ensuring that the Risk
Management Policy w a s implemented. The District Quality and Decision
Support Unit (DQDSU) in conjunction with the Director of Medical Services
(DMS), w a s delegated the responsibility of leading the implementation and
providing ongoing support for clinical risk management systems in Bundaberg
Hospital. Staff in this office raised concerns with District Executive that they
did not have sufficient resources to effectively support these ac
business case w a s submitted for additional staff, but n o extra re
provided.
3.4.4 What clinical governance committees were *

The major district committees are named ac
functions. The district has comprehensi

h e six EQUIP

of reference for the
of meeting proceedings.
committees and h a s maintained good d
e structure in the Bundaberg
The attached diagram represents t
Health Service District. Whilst the
cation Strategies Map provided in
April 2005 (Appendix E) indic
unication between the committees, it
does not clearly identify t
ability and reporting relationships of the
umber of committees recorded on the map is
various committees.
How up visit in May 2005, an updated map
d by M s McDonnell advising that the map had been
eks. This h a s reduced the number of major
e map to thirteen (13),with s o m e new committees added
leted. It is not clear what precipitated this review.
ccountability committee in the district is the
Leadership and Management (L&M). All of the Bundaberg Health Service
District Executives a r e members of this committee. All information in the form
of committee minutes is then filtered through to the Leadership and
Management committee. There is no single committee that h a s been
delegated responsibility for clinical safety and quality issues. These issues

are covered in the terms of reference of the following committees directly
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reporting to L&M: Safe Practice and Environment; Improving Performance;
Executive Council; Improving Performance; Continuum of Care.
Subcommittees included the Clinical Service Forums, Workplace Health and
Safety, Infection Control, Falls, Pressure Ulcers and Erromed, which all
reported through separate committees. The Medical Staff Advisory
Committee was not represented on the Communication Map, despite also
being a forum where safety and quality issues were raised.

0

It is of note that many staff including the Executive members sit
of committees and further, that similar information if not the s
within the various committees. For example, the District
Director Medical Services sit on three (3) of the large
the Leadership & Management Committee which
There was evidence that the Paediatric

of the staff paediatrician was taking
incident analysis and system impro

It was reported by many
overlap in functions
also reported, an

up under the leadership

rary approach to clinical

e were too many committees, significant
issues to “fallthrough the cracks”. It was
reviewing t h e minutes, that when safety and
, that there was rarely feedback of decisions and
hen reviewing committee minutes it was not always

evidence of any outcome of the preceding discussion or of any
ade. The Agreed Action column frequently has ’Nil’ recorded. This
committees has executive representation.
The Review Team was also provided with a list that documented all of t h e
committees on which the Nurse Unit Managers (NUMs) were participants.
There were 63 committees on this list alone. This list did not include all of the

committees existing within Bundaberg Hospital and it could be reasonably
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expected that middle managers from other disciplines also attended these
meetings and indeed others. The significant impact on the workload of staff
through middle manager attendance at multiple meetings must be recognised.
From the information provided s o m e Nurse Unit Managers (NUMs) a r e sitting
on as many as fifteen (15) separate committees with a n average of average
7.6 per NUM. As outlined in the methodology, minutes or outcomes of all of
these meetings were not scrutinised by the Review Team, only those thought
to be relevant.
The minutes presumably were sent to the next (higher) com

discussed and a resolution made at the next level
can be seen most clearly within the ASPIC an
The following table outlines a n example of a
Dehiscence), reported to Executive Cou
e matter is closed whilst
ssue. In addition, the issue is

Wound
Dehiscence

NUM to check on
definition and
collect data

Ongoing- still
defining
terminology
Report tabled.
18" August 2004

M Carter, J Pate1 to
meet to discuss
indicators

13'hOctober 2004

No discussion.

Wards to report as
Adverse Event.
Item closed
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Exec Council

Znd July 2004

Wound
Dehiscence

0704-1.I

Nil Action
documented

4" August 2004

Report by next mtg

3rdSept 2004

ASPIC will continue
to progress.
Item closed.

Leadership &
Mana ement

Jun 7t!? , 15", 21"
and 28" 2004
Jul !jth,
19" and
26" 2004

No record on
minutes that
Executive
Council have
referred the
minutes or
discussed
items raised

Aug 9", 16th,23rd,

and 30th2004
Se t 6", 13"and
27,R 2004

October 4", 11"
and 18th 2004
This example demons
committee members
that outlines the fl

k of follow through despite common

istence of a communication strategies map
tion. There is also no evidence of feedback to
ion, such as further reported cases of wound
ven though a further

ehiscence was reported on 20" August 04 after release of
nd dehiscence report.

e lack of documentary evidence, which was further confirmed at staff
interviews, the Review Team formed a view that where actions were identified
there was often no documented or clear evidence of follow up to ensure that
the action had been achieved or further evaluated to ensure that the
strategies put in place were successful.
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3.4.5 Clinical risk management policies and procedures:

Incident reporting systems:

Bundaberg Health Service District had local procedures in place for incident
management and sentinel event reporting. These were initially approved in
November 2004.

Risk Management procedures were initially approved in

February 2002 and revised in November 2004 to be consistent with changes
to the Queensland Health policy. The complaints handling procedu
Review Team obtained was approved in March 2000 and ap
been changed by the incumbent District Director of Nursin
after commencing at Bundaberg Hospital, These proce
with the Queensland Health policies, and outlined:
o

Procedures for reporting, reviewing
incidents

o

Accountability for investigations

o

Feedback to staff on the out
not in place in Bundaberg Hospital
was clear that Bundaberg Health Service

when Dr Patel arrived.

to develop and promulgate local procedures

District had responde

d Health policy directives. The Review Team
QDSU in conjunction with the DMS had provided
ff on the procedures and made them readily available.
cultural survey of clinical staff had been conducted by
entify current perceptions of attitudes and behaviours which
tient safety in Bundaberg. The documented review date for the
al evaluation was evident at
the time of Review. However, the DQDSU noted that they had encountered
the following difficulties with implementing the new procedures:
o Workload issues

- They were unable to maintain effective support for

the process due to inadequate staff. They had been unable to get
approval for further support until concern was raised about possible
failure of the ACHS mandatory criteria.
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o

Inadequate training and support - Training provided to support roll-out
of the Queensland Health incident management policy did not provide
standardised Root Cause Analysis (RCA) methodology.

o

Failure to close the loop - Referral of high, very high and extreme risks
to the relevant Executive Director rarely led to documented
investigation findings, approved actions or feedback to DQDSU or
reporting staff.

o

Executive and clinical directors were not clear on what aggreg
reports they required to monitor safety and quality perform

which encouraged reporting and used incid
learn.
o

Reluctance to report incidents

- It

by many staff that

culture did not support reporti
Incidenf recording informafr
et for the recording of clinical incident
data. Various aggre

ent reports are produced for key committees

and services in t

alth Service District is in the process of implementing the
ng a number of issues already outlined including standardised
taxonomy, risk rating, reporting functions and management decision
support.

Are sfaff able fo idenfify clinical incidenfs when they occur?
t
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There appeared to b e varied understanding of what w a s a reportable clinical
incident amongst staff. The Bundaberg Health Service District procedure w a s
titled Adverse Event Management Policy (QHEPS No. 21 906: IS‘
June 2004)
and did not provide clear definitions for incident, near-miss, adverse event
and sentinel event. This was highlighted in relation to a n unexpected death of
o n e of Dr Patel’s patients. A sentinel event form w a s submitted by the NUM
of Intensive Care and this w a s ‘downgraded’ by a member of the Executive on

the grounds that it did not meet the criteria. Under the Queens1
Incident Management Policy, sentinel events are subject t
reporting to the Director General and require an RCA to b e c
event.
Are there barriers to reporfing clinical

Numerous staff at Bundaberg reported barri
The barriers can b e summarised as follo
o “Little point reporting as nothi
o Lack of feedback to r

o Culture of blame a

punitive approach to reporter

o Fear of reprisa

er mefhods of idenfificafion of clinical incidenfs were

no evidence of adverse event screening activities which may
these could include systematic multi-disciplinary chart review for: all cardiac
arrests, unplanned return to ICU, unplanned return to operating theatre.
Complaints managemenf process

There appeared to b e no link between the complaints process and clinical
incident management process. The complaints procedure at Bundaberg had
Bundaberg Review Team
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been changed with the DDON assuming responsibility for complaints

management since her arrival. It was not clear to the Review team that the
complaints process was adequately resourced, and consistent with the
principles of ‘open disclosure’.
There were many examples of complaints that had not been reported through
the incident management system, including two incorrect surgeries by Dr
Patel. These would be reportable as sentinel events.
Mortalify and morbidity reviews and clinical audi

There was no evidence of a hospital-wide death audit p
history of clinical audit occurring within the clini
Hospital Documentation around these activities
can be a very useful way to share informatio
clinical incidents identified at these forum
I, there had been an electronic

udit data collection and reporting

ystem and ,indicated to the DMS that this
(Otago). Dr Patel ceased u
conducted monthly clinical audits with junior
was no longer required.
ltant colleagues did not attend and there was
medical staff. Sur
eview. It was reported that Dr Patel went to great
cluded directing junior staff not to refer patients to other
r review, refusing to transfer patients even when this was

Are incidents risk rated?

Reported incidents are centrally risk-rated by the DQDSU using the
Queensland Health risk matrix which is based on the Australian Standard
AS4360. Incidents with a risk rating of high, very high or extreme, including
sentinel events were reported to the relevant executive for investigation.
Bundaberg Review Team
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Are high-risk incidents investigated?

There was no evidence that a transparent, multidisciplinary analysis was
undertaken for events reported to the Executive. It is important to note that at
the time of the review, there was no Queensland Health endorsed
methodology for Root Cause Analysis (RCA).

A generic system-based

analysis tool (HEAPS) had been provided as part of the state-wide
implementation of the integrated risk management policy.
The only evidence that such incidents had been actioned
reporting findings through a committee or feedb
reporting person was found.
Are low risk incidents investiga

There was no consistent approach t

lower risk incidents. These
ned off by the NUM and data

aggregated by the DQDSU.

ups had commenced and were best

developed in paediatrics,
hat changes occur in response to incident

rmal investigation process of high risk incidents, there
of interventions.

\I Pro-active clinical risk management strategies at Bundaberg
In addition to the clinical risk management systems aimed at responding to
and learning from incidents

aiter fhey occur, clinical risk management

incorporates key strategies aimed at minimising the risk of adverse outcomes.
These include:
Recruitment, retention, credentialing and privileges, performance
management
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Review team noted that there were significant medical workforce shortages in
Bundaberg which are consistent with state and national shortages. Seventy
per cent (70%) of the medical staff were Overseas Trained Doctors (BBH
Medical Staff Establishment).
The junior medical staff profile has changed significantly over the past five

i ’

years from a mix of
UK and South Africa, to a predominance of medical staff from
speaking backgrounds and cultures. This has also bee
senior medical staff with 53% being overseas trained.
change was in part due to a lack of competitiven
conditions and the increasingly global medical w
Queensland has fallen behind in this ar
Australian states and the UK and USA
Australian doctors. In
medical staff have changed in
so impacted on the willingness
line with generational
ns. There were reports of cultural,
of medical staff to work in
language and compete
ssociated with doctors. Maintenance of
appropriate basic
level specialist services was a constant
03 anaesthetics and intensive care, emergency:
challenge in the
medicine, p s
rce Department at Bundaberg Health Service District was
the appointment process for doctors and this had led to a
anomalies in the appointment processes of doctors. The loss of
ledge’ of the previous Director of Medical Services’
Executive Support Officer created significant issues for t h e new Director of
Medical Services in the registration and immigration processes for doctors.
The credentialing system for senior medical staff was being reviewed at the
time of the appointment of Dr Patel. Privileges for temporary consultant staff
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were not outlined at appointment. There had been problems encountered in
getting the involvement of the RACS on the credentialing committee.
There was no formal performance assessment and development process in
place for medical staff at Bundaberg Base Hospital.

This reduced the

opportunity for earlier identification of performance and development needs
for individual clinicians.
Orientation for new medical staff was limited due to lack of re
many staff identified this as a serious deficit.
It is important to note that the DMS was recruited aft
position being vacant. The new DMS was from
orientation both to the Hospital and to the
significant medical workforce shortag

an environment where

recruiting and retaining appropriat
problem.

medical staff was a major

Queensland Health

reportedly certainly produ
bringing in much need

n production and Dr Patel was
d, quickly reducing waiting lists,
for the hospital and achieving activity

I pharmacy services to ward areas provides significant
reduction from medication related adverse events.

The

epartment at the Bundaberg Base Hospital is unable to provide
ased clinical pharmacy services. This is in part due to significant statewide workforce shortages and also due to insufficient resources available
within the department to be able to provide this service.

Recommendations:
1.

Queensland Health provide sufficient resources to Bundaberg
Health Service District to support effective management of
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clinical incidents and complaints consistent with Queensland
Health policy,

including implementation of the incident

management information system PRIME.

2.

Queensland Health provide comprehensive training and
support for patient safety and incident management at the
Bundaberg Health Service District, including standardised
Root Cause Analysis (RCA) methodology.

3.

Queensland Health provide comprehensive state-wid
and support to Executive
improvement in safety culture.

0

4.

Queensland Health develop and imple
clinical governance framework

wh

accountabilities for clinical perfor
regular compliance monitori
5.

Bundaberg Health Service
staff

receive

adequ

commencement.

tion

to

the

district

on

ealth develop and implement

an orientation pr
d ensure that safety

6.

ed priority. This will require Queensland
ealth should ensure that there is development of

7.

data-set for patient safety and state-wide analysis
t data with the emphasis on learning rather than
ueensland Health develop strategies to address the medical
workforce shortages that provide practical assistance to
Health Service Districts.
9.

Bundaberg Health Service District ensure that all medical staff
are provided with written clinical privileges upon appointment,
consistent with the service capability and credentials.

10.

Objective mechanisms for monitoring the ongoing technical
ability of medical practitioners needs to be developed to
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determine whether

their

practice

is within

acceptable

standards

14.

Queensland Health ensure that Overseas Trained Doctors are
adequately assessed prior to commencing work in Health
Service Districts.

12.

That the District Communications Strategy Map & Terms of
Reference for committees be reviewed to minimise duplication
and to reduc
individual staff.

13.

That all minut
discussion, agreed
timeframes.

action,

accountabl

14.

That items remain on meeting a
documented completion of agreed
officer.

15.

That feedback to referring c
this is clearly

16.

That the pharmacy de
District be review
deliver ward-bas
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3.5 Examine the way in which the Service Capability Framework has
been applied at Bundaberg Hospital to determine that the scope of
practice is appropriately supported by clinical services.
Clinical Services Capability Framework

Queensland Health developed the Clinical Services Capability Framework
(CSCF) for Public and Licensed Private Health facilities in 2004. As detailed
within the document, this framework outlines the minimum support services,
staffing, safety standards and other requirements required in both p
private health facilities to ensure safe and appropriately supp
services (Queensland Health 2004). When the members
Health Service District Executive applied this framewor
produced a document, a copy of which is included
following table is a summary of the key services.

Further discussion during an interview with the Director of Medical Services,
Dr Keating revealed that the Health Service District Executive had
Bundaberg Review Team
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subsequently reviewed the scoring and had decided that the anaesthetic
service at Bundaberg Hospital should have been scored as a Level 3 service
when considering the proper application of the Clinical Services Capability
Framework.
When reviewing the Clinical Services Capability Framework as it applies to
the Bundaberg Hospital it is the opinion of the Review Team that the scores
framework. The score for Anaesthetic Services should be thre
hospital with the current specialist registered medical direct

0

the document on medium anaesthetic risk (class Ill
Care Unit falls between a Level 1 and 2

he Director of

Anaesthetics and Intensive Care is specialis
not in intensive care and further the uni
who are ventilated for a period of

ours. The level of General

Surgical Services also fits reas
detailed as indicative

onally managed patients
area of complex surgery as

within that category such as joint

replacement, abdomi

ctomy, limb amputations, caesarean section

and mastectomy
ocumented instances of complex elective surgery
as oesophagectomies and abdominal aortic aneurysm

dless of whether the Intensive Care Unit is Level 1 or 2, the framework
details that provided Anaesthetics is at Level 3, Pharmacy at Level 2 will be
the only gap for a Level 3 Surgical Service at Bundaberg Hospital.
When considering the Clinical Services Capability Framework the Review
Team is of the opinion that:
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0

It is quite broad in its indicative range of procedures where quite
significant and complex abdominal and thoracic surgery are grouped
together with less major surgery such as caesarean section.

0

There are some procedures detailed within the indicative surgery list
which should not be done in a facility such as Bundaberg Hospital and
others which reasonably could be.

0

The lack of homogeneity of complexity of the indicative surgical list will
have broader relevance than just Bundaberg Hospital.

0

As a consequence, decisions about which procedures
be performed in a hospital such as Bundaberg cann

0

by broadly applying the Clinical Services Capa
they should be made on a case by case basi
a guide to decision making and this nee
to the clinicians by the District Executi
e indicative procedures within

In addition, the Review Team beli

Framework require revi
complexity of the pro

pt to provide greater homogeneity of
d to aid in the decision making.

Recommendatio
Capability Framework should only be used as a

to take a holistic view of the services when applying the
ork in specific instances
communicated to hospital Staff so as to clearly define scope of
service

3. The indicative range of procedures described within the Surgical
Complexity section of the Clinical Services Capability Framework
document needs to be reviewed to ensure greater homogeneity of
complexity of the listed procedures.
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3.6 Consider any other matters concerning clinical services at
Bundaberg that may b e referred t o the review by the Director-General.
There were no other matters concerning clinical services at Bundaberg
Hospital that were referred to the Review Team by the Director-General for
consideration that were not covered by the original Terms of Reference.
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3.7 Should the Review Team identify other areas of concern outside the
scope of these Terms of Reference, the Director-General is to be
consulted to extend the Terms of Reference if considered appropriate.

There was one (1) issue which was identified to the Review Team which
involved a practitioner within the Bundaberg Health Service District. This was
raised during interviews with staff and appeared to have been investigated
and acted on in the past. There was some concern about whether the issue
had been completely resolved.

It was outside of the initial

Reference as it didn’t involve Bundaberg Hospital and as a con

0
the Director-General it did not seem appropriate
Reference on this occasion for this isolated conc
most appropriate course of action was to excl
the concern which had been raised abou

m the Review and for
ner be investigated and

e acting District Manager/Director

This concern was referred for
of Medical Services for ongoin
There were no other

ncern identified which were outside the scope

of the Terms of Re
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4.0

Conclusion
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1April 2003
DR PATEL
COMMJZNCED
AT
BTJNDABERG
BASE
HOSPITAL

19 May 2003
CONCERNS FIRST
RAISED ABOUT
' PATEL
( M s Hoffman and
Glennis Goodman met
with Dr. Keating re:
patient Phillips UR
034546,
oesophagectomy #1:
died in hospital)
Interview Notes
Keating

Oesophagectomy #2
Grave UR 130224 12

SENTINELEVENT
REPORT MR
BRAMICH UR 086644
(submitted by T.
Hoffman through
DQDSU and delivered to
Dr Keating, L. Mulligan
and P. Leek)
Death from complications
of Chest Injury
IR2,Em22, Em37, IRl,
SL8, SL7, SL9, SLlO

16 December 2004
FAX FROM PETER
LECK TO QH AUDIT
BRANCHRE=
PATEL ALLEGATIONS
SEEKING
INVESTIGATION
SL1

2 April 2005

PATEL LEAVES
BTJNDABERG
ANDRETURNS
TO USA
Patel P-lile PF6

2 February 2005
DRKEATING
OFFER TO
EXTEND PATEL
CONTRACT
FROM l/4/05to
31/7/05 AT
CONTRACT
RATE OF $1150
per day. ( 7/2/05 Patel P-lile
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19 January 2005
MEMO FROM P
LECK TO CHO
RE:PATEL
ALLEGATIONS
AND REQUEST
FOR
INVESTIGATION
(following phone
discussion 17/1/05)
M1
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SepUDec 2002
Director of
surgery
advertised x 2 by
Director Medical
Services

*
--J\

13 Dec 2002
Patel referred by
Wavelength
Recruibnent
Patel P file

FNS

30 December 2002

24 December 2002
Letter of offer to Patel
from P Leck C1-1Senior
Medical Officer in
Surgery, Temp Full-time
subject to Medical Board
approval and Immigration
clearance.
PF6
.

Email fiom Dr Bethel at
Wavelength Recruiting
that Dr Patel had
accepted the position.
January 3 2003,Letter
from Wavelength
confirming.
PF6

I

II

I

.

-----_li

19 May 2003

Incorrect site
surgery on ear
lesion. Patient
Dagliesh UR
121526

Bundaberg Review Team

May 2003
Atraumatic needle broke
off during splenectomy
left in patient. Incident
report signed off by

ADON
IR 15
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Permacath inadvertently
Transferred to Brisbane.
Patient Webb UR 063751

I

I

May 2003
Wrong Patient
Surgery: Jones UR
630410endoscopy in
error; then
.epididymectomy

CONCERNS FIRST
RAISED ABOUT
PATEL
( M s Hoffman and
Glennis Goodman met
with Dr. Keating re:
patient P h i p s UR
034546,
oesophageetomy #1:
died in hospital )
Interview Notes
Keating

Review of Clinical Services Bundaberg Base Hospital

4-

8 July 2003
Infection Control
nurse forwards
wound
dehiscences
report to L&M
Committeewith
flu email
indicating no
concerns.

Rl,Em3
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c+

2 April 2004
Exec Council:
Indicator 2.4 Blood
Transfusion post
TUR, needs
investigation.

A

MM17

13 May 2004
MSAC Dr Carter
raised issue of surgery
beyond Service
Capability Framework
relating to Increased
Ventilator Hours but
no increase in patient
numbers.
MM1

NUM's request feedback
on Adverse Event
Reports from DQDSU

ASPIC and reported
WebbUR063751.

If-

\

3-31May2004
Patel on leave

Patel on leave

Ventilator hours
.Wound dehiscenceJesse U R
099769. Low anterior
resection. Return to OT on 8/8
after surgery 5/8. .

Bundaberg Review Team

discussed at
ASPIC. ICU
scope.
MM42.1,
MM120
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9 August 2004
DDON/ADON/AN '
MMeeting. Tried
to raise issues re
Patel. "Notan
appropriate forum"

27 July 2004
SENTINEL EVENT
REPORT MR
BRAMICH UR 086644
submitted by T. Hoffman
through DQDSU and
delivered to Dr Keating,
L. MulIigan and P. Leck
Death from complications
of Chest Injury
IR2, Em22,'Em37,IRl,
SL8, SL7, SL9, SLlO

2 July 2004
Patient complaint of
inappropriate
treatment for ductal
cancer of breast.
Delayed biopsy.
Roach 028486

23 July 2004
Memo from Dr Keating
to Dr Patel congratulated
him and all pen-op staff
on achieving the elective
surgery targets.

-

1

-

~
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No record of any family

Hofian re Patel

20 October 2004
MEETINGT
HOFI?MANANDL
MULLIGAN RAISING
SERIOUS
ALLEGATIONS
AGAINST PATEL.

IMMEDIATE.

6 October 2004

L Mulligan met wittd K.
BW (QNU).R e g a r W
issues with 7 ICU staff
and Patel. Discussed

n possibility
for mediation
for interpersonal
issues.
Refers to 7/10 and 18/10
? contemporaneous

REFERRALAND
MEETING WITII P
LECK
En5

allegations about

-

notes.

LM7
I
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4 October 2004
Parsons UR 057761
complaint regarding
wound infection
and dehiscence.
Photos attached and
Patel stated “not
infected”.
C15
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FORMAL LETTER,
HARD COPY AND
ATTACHMENTS FROM

T HOFFMAN TO P
LECK AS F/UFROM
MEETING ON 20/10/04

Separate meetings with P
Leek, Dr Keating and Drs
Berens, Risson and Strahan
re the THofBuan
allegationsagainst Patel

SL6

Complication post lapchole. Haematoma
CoxUR136688
.

Dr Keating suggested
that Dr Sam Baker
undertake review.
Peter Leck not happy
with this suggestion.
P.Leek interview

2 November 2004
Letter from Dr J Jenkins
to Dr Mach re patient
Daisy UR 669904.
Alleges negligent
;treatment of patient re
amputation.
.SL 13

DISASTER
16 NOVEMBER

in Audit to CHO and P
Leek suggestingNOT
Audit issue and CHO
issue. P Leck contacts
staple in Bellevac tip.
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1 January 2005
L Mulligan email to P
Leck re three OT
nursing staff raising
concerns re Patel.

24 December 2004

,DRKEATING .
OFFERTO IZXIEND
PATEL CONTRACT

FROM 1/4/05 to
31/3/09as temporary
full-time Director of
Surgery
Patel P-file

I

4 January 2005
Staffletter from Michelle
Hunter to L Mulligan re
Mobbs UR 038213
requesting investigation
of treatment
SL2

w/c 4 January 2005
Peter Leck returns
from leave and
contacts Dr John Scott
by phone and follows
up with email to
discuss situation.
P. Leek interview

w/c 11 January 2005
Dr John Scott sends
email reply suggesting
that CHO would be
back &om leave in one
week
P. Leek interview
####email

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

Gaddes about Patel
dangerous practice re
Kemps UR 007900.

Patel on leave

2 Eebruary 2005
DRKEATING OFFER
TO EXTEND PATEL
CONTRACT FROM
1/4/05 to 31/7/05 AT
. CONTRACT RATE OF
' $1150 per day. 7/2/05 PATELACCEPTED
Patel P-file
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14 Februarv 2005

Document from

I I

Hospital

-

17 March 2005

I 1-

1

22 March 2005
MS HOFFMAN
. LETTER TABLED
INPARLIAMENT
BY STUART
COPELAND MLA
(SHADOW

released to Director
General. Press

HEALTH
SPOKESPERSON)

Patels resignation, the
lack of naturaljustice
afforded him and the
‘scurrilous leak of the

.
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.

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
.

.

.

.

.

7IS2~dp ;$,.p,y
$Wd*Z&fl

r&at&.w3 B.L 35;
~

7,Tj'$&@
*-&.

Mr Leck
Kees Nydam

19/04/200!

1500-1530

MM, PW

District Health Council
Ms Hoffman & QNU Rep

19/04/200!

1600-1700

All

20/04/200!

1015-1200

All

20/04/200!

1200-1300

All

20/04/200!

1300-1400

LH

20/04/2001

1315-1345

MM

20/04/200E

1400-1500

CH, JW

Bundaberg Hospital All Staff Forum
Allied Health Heads of Department
QLD Police Services- Graham Walker, David Nicoll, Terry Borland
ICU Staff
Theatre Nursing Staff
Director of Anaesthetics, Martin Carter
Senior Medical Staff
Brian Johnston ACHS Phone Call

20/04/200E

Y W . JW

20/04/200E

MM, PW, JW

20/04/200E

MM, PW, JW

20/04/24

LH

SMOs- Malcolm Stumer, Naldo Kiel & Scott Jenkins
Darren Keating DMS
Directors of Nursing, NDDON & ADON
Di Jenkins, NUM Surgical Ward
Mr Miach, Director of Medicine
Other Nurse Managers
Damien Gaddes, Theatre RN
Dr Ben Davidson, PHO
Dr Dieter Beirens
Jenny White, ex-NUM Theatre
Phone Call to Gerry Costello Medical Direc
Phone Call to Steve Rashford Clini
Email from Steve Rashford re p
Denise Powell Local Medical A
Gail Aylmer Infection Control
&Qf@by
Druce Renal, V Smythe
QNU
Lyn McKean, Admi
cialists Secretary/Med Ed
and of deceased patient, Non-Patel)

ve Surg Coordinator & Gail Doherty NNUM
Theatre
Phone Call to Dr Michael Whitby Re Bundaberg CHRISP data
Email via Kim Howe from Michael Whitby in relation to phone call
Dr Heike Kath- previous JHO BBH
Dr Ayesha Curtis-previous JHO BBH
LALU
Mr Leck Phone Call
Dr Andrew Chang- Registrar - previously at BBH

Bundaberg Review Team

MM, JW, LH

18/04/200!

MM, PW

0900-1030

All

1030-1130

LH, MM

1030-1130

PW, JW
PW, MM,3w

1330-1430
21/04/2005

1430-1530

21/04/2005

1530-1600

21/04/2005

1500-1600

21/04/2005

1600-1700

21/04/2005

1630-1730

21/04/2005

1231

LH,MM
LH,JW
PW, M M
Iw PW

LH,MM
>H
P

21/04/2005
21/04/2005
22/04/2005

1830-0930

22/04/2005

1930-1030

22/04/2005

1930-1030

22/04/2005

1030-I000

22/04/2005

1100-1200

22/04/2005

I 100-1200

22/04/2005

1230-1345

22/04/2005

400-1500

W, MM

'W,LH

m
W
dI.4, LH

'W

m pw
AM, LH

22/04/2005

120t

22/04/2005

150C

29/04/2005

045-1145

3/05/2005

300-1400

3/05/2005

1606

3/05/2005

1800

5/05/2005
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PATIENTS OF DR.PATEL
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104754-6

HALLEN, DESMOND

12/1111936

' 29/07/2004

035261-2

HALTER, TREVOR

0511111947

41122004

Royal Brisbane & Womens

GIN GIN HOSPITAL
staple
Em51 C:

126237-3

HARVEY, GILBERT

20/09/1931

16/03/2005

FRIENDLY SOCIETY PVT

129039-1

HOWARD, NELSON

03/06/1930

29/08/2003

Royal Brisbane & Womens

128067-2
00219711

HUTCHEON, MAUREEN

22/06/1945

12/02/2004

GREENSLOPES PRIVATE

JOYCE, DARCY

12/05/1942

25/03/2005

Hervey Bay

142155-1

JUNG, BARRY

20/08/1940

25/09/2004

Mater Bundaberg

053965-1

KERR, KATHLEEN

3011111930

111112004

WESLEY HOSP-A'FLOWER

143698-3

KIRKLAND, GLEN

25/08/1983

7/02/2005

Holy Spirit

002558-5

LOVI, BERYL

1011011927

8/07/2003

ST ANDREWS WAR MEMO

FER TO ANOTHER HOSP

-

12/11/2004

Royal Childrens

10/05/2004

REDCLIFFE HOSPITAL

8/12/2003

Em24

MATER ADULT PRIVATE

17/02/2005

Royal Brisbane & Womens

23/09/2004

GAYNDAH HOSPITAL

14/08/2003

ST ANDREWS WAR MEMO

I
I

1/01/2005

R5-Gas

SL2, Em

7/03/2005

Bundaberg Review Team
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17/08/2004

16 -TRANSFERTO ANOTHER HOSP

18/08/2004

Royal Bris

2/03/2004

16 -TRANSFER TO ANOTHER HOSP

3/03/2004

Royal Bris

7/02/2004

16 -TRANSFER TO ANOTHER HOSP

11/02/2004

4/03/2005

16 TRANSFER TO ANOTHER HOSP

4/03/2005

29/09/2003

16 -TRANSFER TO ANOTHER HOSP

30/09/2003

CHILDERS HOSPITAL

23111/2004

16 TRANSFER TO ANOTHER HOSP

2511112004

Royal Brisbane & Womens

14111/2003

16 -TRANSFER TO ANOTHER HOSP

15111/2003

MATER ADULT PUBLIC

18/01/2005

16 TRANSFER TO ANOTHER HOSP

14/02/2005

MATERADULT PUBLIC

3/02/2005

16 -TRANSFER TO ANOTHER HOSP

5/02/2005

-

Royal Brisbane & Womens

SLI-TH

PAH

Royal Brisbane & Womens

Em51
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Patient of Dr Patel Discharged to another.
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Alexander, Noel
Ball, Albert E.
Banks, John
Bellamy, Terry
Bender, Vicki
Benn, June
Black, Alan
Blight, Darcy
BRAUND, KERRY
Buckley, Katherine
Casey, Kathleen
Christensen, Sarah
Connolly, Reece
Connors, Una
.

Cox, Nelson

-

._

NO58253

24/09/1949

22/04/2003 22/04/2003 Liaisq-N

NO47221
0103802
885616
142351
NO94715
0903073
134442
1366881
1215261

19/11/I
927

16/05/2003 19/05/2003

..

. . .. ..

.

08/06/1949
2910611988
4/04/1920
911011937
30/07/1997
5/09/1930
4/05/1941
2/07/1944

23/08/2004 24/08/2004 Ms Hoffman referral
19/05/2003 23/05/2003 C13,21
27/09/2004 1211012004 Ms Hoffman referral
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COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES DISTRICT

GROUP

I\ I
\ I
I

HUMANRESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE

-----T-

INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
COMMTTTEE

...
.

LEADERSHIP AND MANAG_..._
CONTINUUM OF CARE
COMMITTEE
..

L

--

COMMITTEE
h

A

'r
- _I_

hh-

'\ '\

I

SAFE PRACTICE
&ENVIRONMENT
COMMITTEE

1

\' \------e

IMPROVING
PERFORMANCE
COMMITTEE

CONSULTATIVE

DEPARTMENT
FORUM

DEVELOPMENT
FORUM

DISTRICT
MANAGER'S
FORUM
S.\mhr)qmSMn-Ml
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APPENDME
2#rceLs

-

COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES DISTRICT

CONTINUUM OF
CARE COMMITTEE

to/06/aie

,

COMMlmEE

1
SAFE PRACTICE &

INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
COMMllTEE

’ LEADERSHIP
AND MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE

4

I

C---------, FINANCE COMMIlTEE

HEADS OF
DEPARTMENT

/
PERFORMANCE
COMMITTEE

.

I
1
EXECUTIVE COUNClL

,

MANAGEMENT
ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
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nunnnn~nnn70nzz~
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APPENDPXF

SGF Level for

confirmatlon

Servlce Capability Framework Cllnlcal Services and Levels of Complexity
Bundaberg Health Service District BUNDABERG BASE HOSPITAL

-

SCF Range

Core Clinical Servlces
Emsresnq Servlcas

Endoscopy S0Ntces

Ptimary.

~~

t

~~

I.

Comments I Rlsk Management strategles

Potentlal Gaps Identified

2 or 3 or Super-speclallst

I,
2 o r 3 orSuperSpedalU

General Surgecy

Primary, t , 2 o r 30r~uper-spaa11st

hB~~lhSfiCs0NbS
Pharmacy

Level 3

InternalMedldno

Pdrnary. 1,2or3efSuperSpedallsI

Pharmacy

Level3

Anaeslhetlc Servlcas

Level 3

AnaeslheUc Sawlcas

Endascopy SeNlca0
Phmacy

Level 3
Level 3
h l 3

AnaeslhsUcSewicas

Level3

I.

MabrnILy Sewlee9

Supporting Clinical Servlces
AnasslheUcServlces
Comnary Care Unlb
DIagnosUolmaglng
Hlgh Dependency Unlb
intensive cam urib (Adult)

lnlenslveCare Unlb (Paedlatrfc)

IntervenUonaI RadlologyLevel 1
~ n t a ~ e n ~ bdlologyLevel2
ona~

mm

Nudear Medldno

-@@

Pharmacy

Pdmaly. I o r 2
lave1 1

~~

1.2 M 3

~

SuperSpedallsl

~

Level 1

~

~~~

~eve12
Level3

~~~

~~

1 . 2 ~ 3

Prlrnary,l,2or3
Primary. 1.2 or 3

~ p e r a ~ suite
n g sewices
Pslholow

1.~0r3w~uper~pec1~1~1
1.2or3

~

lnIewenUonalRadlologyh e 1 3
Neonatal Sewices

2 o r 3 or ~ u p e r ~ p e c i a ~ ~ s t

~~

~

Primary, 1 , 2 o r 3
Primary, 1. 20r3

‘An eslorlsk nod to hm Gaps mean8 only m o of
tho hm need Lo bo me1 (0 saUsW mqulmmonb.

505ROD5
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APPENDIXF

Suraical Sub-soeclafhr

SCF Level far
confirmation

Service CapabllityFramework Cilnical Services and Levels of Complexity
Bundaberg Health Service Distrlct BUNDABERG BASE HOSPITAL

-

SCF Range

Potential Gaps ldentlfled

*An asbrlsk naa to two Gape means only one of
the two nead Lo be mat Lo satlsfy requlrernents.
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APPENDIXF
Service Capabllity Framework Clinlcal Servloes and Levels of Complexity
Bundaberg Health Service District BUNDABERG BASE HOSPITAL
confirmation SCF Range
Potential Gaps identified
Comments I Risk Management strategies

SCF Level for

-

Medical Sub-speclaity
Bums
cardiology
Cllnlcal8enell&medical
CIInloal haematology(WlUdlng
Clinical immunology
Dermatologg

Endocrinology

~~~

~~~

~

~~~~

~~~

~~

~

2,3 or SuprSpedaiia

z 3 or Super~peciailst
Z 3 or Super-Spedallsl

2 3 or SuperSpedeiist
2.3 or super*peda~~st

2 3 or supw-speclansi

z 3 or SuperSpedeiist

.*An asterlsk n e l lo hm Gaps means only one of
Ihe hm need to be met to saUfify mqulremenb.
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-

Servlce Capability Fmmework Cllnical Servlces and Levels of Complexity
Bundaberg Health Servlce District CHILDERS HOSPITAL

SCF Level for
confirmat~on SCF Range

Comments I Risk Management strategies

Potential Gaps ldentlfled

Core Clinical Services
Emergency Ssnrlcss

Primary, 1,2 or 3 or SuperSSpsdsllst

~~

Endosmpy senricss

1,2or3orSuperSpedallsI

General S U Q R ~ ~

Primary. 1.2 Or3 orSuper+edalisk

Inlemal Mec!Jclna
MslemltyServlm

Primary. I , 2or3 aSuper-Spedallsl

DlegnosUo lmaglng

Lave11

operaung suite Sewices

Primary

Dlegmstic lmaglng

Level 1

Dlegnostic lmaglng

Level 1

Pathology

Level 1

OperaUngSulle S ~ r v l c e ~
DlagnffiUo lmaglng

Primary
Level 1

1.2 or 3 or SuperSpedallst

~~~

Supporting Ciinical Services
AnaestheUc Servlcee
Cornnary Care Unlts
DlegncsUc lmaghg

High DependencyUnlla

1.2 OT 3 or SuperSpedelist

~

1,2or3

~

Primary. 1 or2

~~

Levslt

~

lnlemlvaCere Unlta (Adull)

Intensive are untts (Padablo)
lntewentianai ~adloiogyLevd I
interventimaiRS~IOICW Level 2

inbwenbnd ~adioioeyLevel 3
NeonalelSentloes

1,2 or 3

Pathology
Phaimacy

~ e v e1i

~

@j&@@jj

Leva12

Level3

~

E.%FE@iJ+

tzar3

Primary,i.2cr.l

Nudear Medldne
Operating SutteSeivioes

Super-spedaiist

~~

~

~

Primary,

2w3

EElBEE4 Primary, 1, 2or3

5/05/2005

Bundaberg Review Team
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APPENDIXF

P

-

Service CapabllltyFramework Clinical Services and Levels of Complexity
Bundaberg Health Service District GIN GIN HOSPITAL
SCF Level for
urnfirmatton SCF Range
Potential Gaps Identified
Comments I Risk Managementstrategles
Surgical Subspecialty
Canll.wIhmdc surgery

colwedalsurgery

2 3 or Super-Spedellst
2.3 or Super-SpedallsI

~~~

z 3or~uper~pec1ai1~1

GyMewlosy

Hewtobllaryand panMaxllloradal surgery
Neumsurgary

-$
~~

ONlopaebic surgery

OLofaryngology-haad end ne&

Z 3 w Super-Spadallst

~~

2,3or Super-Spadallst
2,3 or Super-Spedalist

2 3 or Supar-Spedallst
~

2 3 or Supar-Spedellst

Paedletrlcsuigsry

2,3or ~uper*pedaiist

PIasUcandrewnstrucilve

2 , 3 or Super-Spadalist

Podiatrlcsurgsry

2.3 or Super*p&allst

Urology

2 . 3 or supr-spedallst

Vascular surgery

~~

2 3 or Super-Spadallst

*Anaste~s~n~lohvoGapsmean6on~~woi
Lhe hvo need lo be met to ~ U s f requirements.
y

510512W5
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Tables: Summary of Charts Reviewed to Date
Patients Referred to the Coroner: Kemps (Bundaberg), Walk (Brisbane)

-

.

Patients where Chart Review requested by the Coroner: Dorron,
Gautray

Did Patel Contribute to Adverse Outcome

1 Total

I124

Maybe

4

No

116

Yes

4

,

Yes: Grave, Kemps, Phillips, Tebbit
Maybe: Deakin, Gautray, Leonard Green, Slater
Was Patient Management Reasonable

.'No: Bellamy, Bramich, Cox, Dewitt, Grave,

Jones, Kemps, Mobbs,'Nagle, Phillips

k-7
Maybe : BI ight, Connors, Daise$$TD eakin, Dorron, FI eming,
ri

.s3*:9

Gautray, Leonard Green, CBarry Johnson,
Pancheri, Harold Roach>?+$er,
CY2 Walk
4

-<

.%;Fh

p.

& k>v
"'"+

cpw.
I

.Q3 ").

I

J.

"*$,

c9wA
=%f
\

/s,p.

"$y

4* %F
I,

%' $,

YphP
.t"sl,
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,"qqke,
-*
+$,.$
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Mc

Donald,

APPENDIX E CLINICAL CASE CHART REVIEW
1. List those patients with a brief clinical summary in whom Dr Patel was
considered to have contributed to an adverse outcome.
Mr Terry Bellamy 5/2/73 Ur 060881
11/10/04Repair of an incarceratedright inguinal hernia. The vas deferens was
divided inadvertedy, a scrotal haematoma became Mected which was reoperated
upon on 3/12/04 and a further re-operation on 10/12/04. The cultured organism was a
staphylococcus aureus. The patient's son of 10 years age was admitted as an inp,atient
around this time for staphyloccal infection of both lungs and kidneys.
Mr Darcy Blight 19/11/27 Ur 047221
Underwent a completion thyroidectomy on 16/5/03 and associated
a tall cell variant papillary thyroid
jugular venotomy was repaired. Post
metastatic node. This was excised
submandibular gland. Following this
\

Mr Desmond Bramich 15/4/48 Ur 043441
M i Bramich was admitted under
chest trauma. The CT scan
remained clinically well for
his blood pressure falling to
was noted to be in acute
non-bctional at this
intercostal drain,
Coordinator was
haemothorax

Mrs Dorothy Bryen 22/2/27 Ur 132961
This patient was admitted on 8/6/03 with a five (5) day history involving constipation
and abdominal distentian, past history of hypertension and a cardiac arrhythmia.
The x-ray revealed multiple fluid levels. Dr Patel's notes of 8/6/03 at 1930hrs were
an example of a comprehensive and lucid assessment. The patient underwent surgery
on 9/6/03 at the Bundaberg Base Hospital. An incarcerated epigastric hernia was
repaired and an inadvertent enterostomy was oversewn. The patient was discharged
home on 15/6/03, the incision clean and dry. Readmitted on 20/6/03 with shortness of
breath and confusion. Considered to be possibly suffering pulmonary embolism.

' 1

i

Transferred to the Mater Private Hospital Intensive Care Unit in Brisbane and
ventilated until 30/6/03.

Mrs Una Connors 5/9/30 Ur 134442
Underwent removal of an ovarian carcinoma and a sigmoid colectomy on 29/3/04.
Discharged home but brought in by the ambulance on 8/4/03 with a dehiscence of the
wound. Radiology of 29/7/04 suggests obstruction of the left kidney.

Mr Nelson Cox 4/5/41 Ur 136688
Admitted 25/10/04 following his fourth attack of acute cholecystitis. Underwent a
laparoscopic cholecystectomy that day. Developed a post operative
bile leak which was further washed out on 26/10/04. A further abdo
haematoma resulted in open re-operation on 29/10/04. He was discharge
.15/11/04. On 23/11/04 was noted to have an incisional hernia and
Mr Ian Fleming 12/1/55 Ur 106934
Following repeated rectal bleeding, Mr Fleming was seen by
recent CT scan showed no phlegmon or abscess.
tenderness and a localised segment of sigmoid colon
CT scan. The pros and cons of management were
the patient wanted to proceed with surgical
colectomy booked. Mr
He attended the hospital on
and was admitted. Initially
following continuing purulent
He was discharged home on 4/6/03. He
discharge, the wound was
continued to suffer PR
A colonoscopy on 20/1/04 reports
multiple and large
the anal verge. A review of the
x 30 mm segment of colon with
histology of the
diverticula

i

'

gastrectomy on 6/6/03. He was
and was

Leakage was noted fkom the jejeunostorny site and this was oversewn in the operating
theatre on 18/6/03. The patient was discharged home on 18/8/03.

Trevor Halter 5/11/47 Ur 035261
Following a laparoscopic cholecystectomy in Bundaberg by Dr Patel, the patient
developed a subhepatic haematoma which became lnfected and was drained by Dr
Patel on 26/11/04. A further laparotomy was performed on 2 8 4 1/04. The patient was
transferred to the Royal Brisbane Hospital on 9/12/04 because of failure to wean fi.om

I

,

b

”

/

the ventilator, continued sepsis and the development of .ARDS. The patient was
transferi-ed back to Bundaberg Base Hospital and was seen by Dr Patel on 25/12/04
and noted to have a soft abdomen, non tender and the drain was removed. He was
discharged home on 3 1/12/04

Barry Johnson 8/9/46 Ur 134333
Admitted with a pancreatic mass producing obstruction. At laparotomy the mass was
considered unresectable. Cholecystojejeunostomy and gastrojejeunostomy was
performed 22/9/03. The patient died on 1/10/03.

0

Anita Jones 20112149 Ur 080457
This patient admitted to the Royal Brisbane Hospital on 14/12/02
removal of pancreas and stomach. A M e r procedure was
Brisbane Hospital in February 2003 for drainage of a pseudo
recurred. Cultures at that time grew pseudomonas. A further
a 5-6cm cyst in the lesser sac posterior to the stomach
24/7/03 Dr Patel records the proposed procedure and
risks to the patient and records that all questions
signed. The patient was admitted on 30/6/03. Dr
describes the satisfactory drainage of the
&ed on 2/7/03.

Mr Paul Jones 22/9/52 Ur 063404
M i Jones attended the Day Surgery Unit
first patient on that morning’s list
addressed the patient by just his first
The annband was not checked

Mr Gerrard Kemps
Mr Kemps

0

loss of tissue definition between the oesophagus and aorta.

Mr Shannon Mobbs 16/7/89 Ur 038213
Shannon Mobbs was transferred to Bundaberg by helicopter following a motorcycle
accident. He sustained a deep extensive left groin laceration and lacerated femoral
vein. When examined in Bundaberg at 115Ohrs, he was peripherally shutdown with a
heart rate of 150 and a blood pressure of 80 and pallor++. He was bleeding from the
left groin oozing through the packs held in place by manual pressure. It was noted by
the first aid team that massive blood loss had occurred at the scene. He was

resuscitated via 16 and 14 gauge cannulae in the right arm with 0 negative blood. He
received eleven (1 1) units of red cells or fresh fkozen plasma and was taken straight to.
the operating theatre.
Findings included a lcm laceration in the left femoral vein at the saphenofemoral
junction, completely transected rectus femorus with lacerated fascia and adductors
and muscles. The femoral artery and nerve were considered intact. The pubic ramus
periostium was exposed. An IDC was placed. The manual pressure pack was
removed. The femoral vein was clamped to achieve haemostasis. The venous
laceration was sutured with 5/0 prdlene. The artery and nerve were explored. A
thorough washout was performed. Dead tissue and foreign body debridement,.was
performed. The adductor fascia was approximated and an 18 fiench bellova&&ai.n
%/ xwas placed and the wound closed. He was sent to x-ray for a CT scan and6-ofbr
rays. The foot remained pulseless and cold.
was returned to the ICU at 1750hrs on the 23/12/04 but the
Urine output was recorded at 130mls per hour but the
considered to contain myoglobin. It.tested positive for
adequate volume replacement. The left leg was c
was questioned. It was noted that pulses were abse
the tissues. It was considered that the isch
due to secondary venous
transfer to the Royal Brisbane Hospital”.
s performed which reported fair flow
through the iliac proximal t
flow in the ‘posterior tibial
Patel at 2030hrs, he r
clot. He informed the
femoral artery. He

,a haematoma in the groin and no arterial
and dorsalis’. The patient was seen by Dr

on was ‘0k7.Kis recorded assessment was of a repair of a

el records that he still has haemoglobitdurea, myoglobidurea- plan
ervations, clear fluids only, check labs. 24/12/04 1730hrs Dr Patel,
with capillary filling. 0940hrs haemoglobkdurea clearing up with mannitol infusion.
18lOhrs dressings attended by Dr Patel. 26/12/04 0815hrs stable, urinary output ‘tick‘,
muscle viable, leg warm to d e , foot cold with diflkse mottling, foot drop.
Assessment- stable, graft open, may lose some foot tissue secondary to microemboli.
Plan- mannitol today continue current management. Dr GafLield will follow until Dr
Patel returns fkom leave 11/1/05. 27/12/04 A palpable dorsalis pedis & posterior
tibial pulse recorded but not found with the dopler. It was commented that there was
clinical evidence of improvement.

The patient was transferred to the ward and reviewed with Dr Gaffield. A ward round
with Dr Gaffield on 1/1/05, reported that the posterior tibial pulse was palpable but
there was a discussion with Dr GafEeld re transfer of the patient to the Royal
Brisbane Hospital. A comment is recorded by the vascular stafF at the Royal Brisbane
Hospital that the arterial reconstruction with PTFE performed by Dr Patel on the ni&t
of 23/12/04 was still functioning. The limb was gangrenous and amputated at the
Royal Brisbane Hospital.

Mrs .LorraineMowbray 15/2/37 Ur 139985
7/3/05 Symptomaticpara oesophageal hernia repair and splenectomy
Wound dehiscence 8/3/05

M r Eric Nagel 22/11/38 Ur 130567
Tenckhoff catheter placed on
,-..

clinical background included
haemoptysis and a positive d-dimer. On 17/12/03, Dr Patel
insertion. This proved difficult. The difficulty was attribute
placements and radiotherapy. The patient died 17/12/03.
the cause of death was attributed to a haemopericardi
thoracic veins, cardiac failure, end-stage renal fai
obstructive airways disease.

’

James Phillips 27/3/57 Ur 034546
Oesophageal biopsy 23.4.03associated with Barrett’s oesophagus.
Mr Phillips underwent an oeso
failure, on dialysis and suffering
Mr Carl
Low anterior resection
colostomy and
infection 3/8/03

ated invasive adenocarcinoma
5/2003. He was in end-stage renal
a. Patient died 2 1/5/03 2215hrs.
op anastomotic leak. Treated with transverse
closed 18/7/03 Admitted with wound

pain. Past history of AMI and
the patient continues to have
abdominal gain. The CT scan c o n f i i s an incarcerated ventral abdominal wall
hernia. On 23/8/04, 10 days post: operatively, some wound breakdown is noted. CT
scan reveals a mass, query collection. The original operative note records serosal tear
with the diathermy. On 25/8/04, a formal evacuation of the haematoma is performed.
No fascial defect evident.

.

Mr Warren Stanaway 26/9/57 Ur 133338
M i Stanaway past history of sigmoid colectomy for diverticu2ar disease on 24/11/01.
On 4/7/03, he underwent a laparotomy where a rectosigmoid mass was considered

unresectable and therefore a transverse colostomy and mucous fistula was performed.
Following closure of colostomy on 23/2/04, the patient developed signxficant post
operative right iliac fossa pain and on the 27/2/04 at 2300hrs was noted by Dr Patel to
be tachycardic and febrile. His abdomen was distended and tender. The presence of
abdominal sepsis of questionable aetiology was raised by Dr Patel and on the 28/2/04,
he performed an exploratory laparotomy. He drained two (2) fitres of non purulent
fluid and noted on testing the anastomosis a 2mm enterotomy. On 4/3/04, Dr P
Andersen expressed concern regarding ongoing intra abdominal sepsis and
recommended further laparotomy. Later that day, Dr Patel explored the abdomen,
drained an abdominal abscess and performed a loop ileostomy. Although he
comments that the colonic anastomosis was intact, he considered this the somc
sepsis. The patient was discharged on 15/3/04.

Mrs Nancy Swanson 9/7/42 Ur 020609
Mrs Swanson was noted on colonoscopy 4/3/04 to have two
distal to the caecum. These were considered too large for e
Patel performed a
adenocarcinoma
procedure was
the anastomosis and a covering ileostomy
GAB0 stapler. A third procedure
a wound dehiscence. A non
d e ileostomy was closed, A
returned for review post
following the closure ofthe

Mrs Judith

A second

I

.

2. Did Dr Patel contribute to adverse outcomes? Mavbe

Mrs June Benn 19/6/25 Ur 127142
Sigmoid colectomy and high anterior resection 26/6/03 for colonic obstruction.
Wound dehiscence 3/7/03 one day post discharge.

Mr Noel Alexander 6/7/41 Ur 118657
Following an abdominoperineal resection on 24/1/05, a suprapubic catheter was
placed. A letter from Dr Anderson 18/4/05 states that the patient sustained a urethral
injury while undergoing an AP resection performed by Dr Patel. Dr Patel’s o

-

dissecting the tumour secondary to hunour invasion was repaired an
sigmoid was divided with a GIA staple.

0
Master Reece Connolly 30/7/97 Ur 090307
hydrocele sac ligated. On 3/9/03, recurrent hydrocel
much smaller. On 12/10/03, the hydrocele
needle. The parents anxious to have definit
by Dr Patel on 29/10/03 with a note return

Marilyn Daisy 15/4/61 Ur 005225
Amputation of second left toe
stage renal fdure. On 6/8/04, the amputation of
in this diabetic patient
infected with a dr
i

Admitted 13/9/04 with a ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm, crystalloid resuscitation
produced free intraperitoneal rupture, troublesome juxtasuture line bleeding was
encountered. The patient died.

Mr Lesley Garland 30/10/28 Ur 003080
Invasive adenocarcinoma of the rectum excised 27/9/04. A letter of 4/3/05 states that
his principle complaint is of urinary incontinence. A post void bladder scan suggests
that he empties his bladder normally and that the slight leakage may be due to neive
damage done at the time of his AP resection. He denies any new pairis and is eating
well. During the operation a GIA60 stapler was used. The histology revealed a rectlal

,

adenocarcinoma which infiltrated and well into the perirectal fat. Adenocarcinoma
within 4 perirectal lymph nodes. On 23/10/04, there was drainage of pelvic abscess by
perineal access performed by Dr Patel.

Mr Antoine Gautray 7/7/28 Ur 057809
Mr Gautray presented with jaundice, weight loss and anaemia. The CT scan revealed
a 5cm lesion in the head of the pancreas with straining of the peri pancreatic fat
planes, displacement and encasement of the SMA & V. The malignancy was closely
applied to small bowel loops and was considered that there may be localised
extension to small bowel mesentery. There was a suggestion in the bony mode of the
scan- that of a few small lesions. A Whipples operation was performed in Septe - ber
2004, surgery and early post operative care appears to have gone well. Histop&ogy
reports focal soft tissue metastases to the soft tissues of the greater curvature&k$the
tumour extends to the surgical margin of the pancreas. There are corn&>& the
progress notes of hypoxia, over sedation and pneumonia. The
post operatively of Klebsiella pneumoniae which was consider
aspiration of vomitus.
.

Mr Clinton George 3/6/70 Ur 041276
Mr George referred t
his GP under local anaesthetic. He underwent a
was followed by vo
swelling. When seen on 9/3/05, one m
haematoma was sti
testicle, occasional

as was haematoma and
asectomy, it was noted the
slze. There was no pain in the
region, the suture line had not

on a residual haematoma, no sign of
e haematoma would resolve spontaneously.

Patel reviewed the patient
infection. Dr Patel reassured

Mrs Molly Grealis
noted the CT findings of large lefl renal mass assessed

Admitted 26/5/03 with a history of carcinoma of the lung and thyroid cancer, poorly
differentiated. A CT scan revealed a large thyroid mass displacing the trachea, with
some retrosternal extension and partial obstruction of the left jugular vein which
contained thrombus. The tumour was declared non resectable and an incisional biopsy
was obtained, the trachea and tumour were inseparable. The carotid artery could not
be identified. Died 1/7/2003.

M r Terrence Jesse 14110137 Ur 099769
Surgery on 5/8/04 in which a segment of sigmoid and descending colon was excised
revealing a moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma with invasion of pericolic fat.

Following passage of nasogastric tube, a gag reflex resulted and is claimed to have
ruptured the suture. The consequent visceral dehiscence was repaired. The patient
discharged home on 17/8/04 following an uneventfbl recovery. He represented
21/8/04 with abdominal pain and was assessed as suffering possible intrmbdominal
sepsis. By 28/8/04, he had markedly improved. He was discharged home on 2/9/04
but was reported to have a large hernia in the abdomen fiom the past surgery
performed.years ago.

Mr Glen Kirkland 25/8/83 Ur143698
Mr Kirkland fkactured his femur jumping from the roof to the surround

and underwent open appendectomy by Dr Patel on 26/1/05. A fb?h
occurred around the caecum which was drained through the sciati
Nathanson following transfer to the Wesley Hospital.
0

. Ms Coral Lee 23/7/31 Ur 128583
Parathyroidectomypost Op DVT. Stockings but no chemic

Mrs Thelma McDonald 11/9/31 Ur 002443
mass. The provisional diagnosis of partial
McDonald had a complex past history hav

and a tender abdominal
struction was made. Mrs

, during the night her saturations

. Temperature,

fibrillation developed. Her st

rigors and rapid atrial
ussed with Dr Gaffield and Dr Patel agreed
ore awake than last night after narcain. At 7.20pm

(

1

that she was be

gressively more acidotic and still had no urinary output.

eri 13/8/23 Ur 067734

recently and the development of colicky abdominal pain. Bowel prep had been
arranged at home but an attempted colonoscopy on 16/4/03 was abandoned because of
inadequate preparation. The patient was admitted on 21/5/03 very disorientated and
c o d b e d and unable to state what procedure she was having or her date of birth. The
performance of a colonoscopy raises questions of appropriateness of case selection.
No biopsy was performed.

Mrs Linda Parsons 21/8/59 Ur 057761
Mrs Parsons admitted 15/3/04 for hernia repair. At operation, no hernia was found,
there was excision of scar tissue &om a paramedian wound. On 24/3/04, infection was

t

.

noted in the wound associated with buming pain. Examination revealed tenderness in
the right iliac fossa and a 7 c wound
~
with purulent discharge.

Miss Cikala Prince 10/3/1999 Ur 103006
History of hernia repair at Bundaberg Hospital 2/8/04 Mother noticed blood stained
urine and thought the child was incontinent. There was a question of a bladder injury.
Child passed urine satisfactorily and was discharged fi-om hospital. A left inguinal
hernia repair was performed 12/8/04

.

Mr Harold Roach 17/4/31 Ur 111765
This diabetic patient was admitted on 18/1/05 with a subacute bowel
21/1/05, Dr Patel records his observations and management plan.
22/1/05, 4 litre aspirate was removed fkom the stomach, a subtotal
obstructive colonic carcinoma was performed. Post operatively the
biventricular heart failure and cardiac
suggested a third spacing, the patient was returned
decompression. Abdominal compartment syndrome
ischaemic colon just distal to the anastomosis which
29/1/05, the patient developed atrial flutter which
a collapse after aspiration requiring the patient
patient was transferred to the Mater Hospital

I

15/12/03. She died on
mentioned. Dr Patel's
not possible on review
death certificate
failure for

a low anterior resection on
clinical s m a r y anuric renal failure was
show maturity and compassion. It is
the possibility of ureteric injury. The
overload for 7 days, chronic renal
atrial fibrillation. This case raises

%\\

Mr Chris4mit "25/9/52 Ur 086643
M.r Srnii&p$2s seen at outpatients on 24/2/04 with bilateral inguinal hernia, reducible
andcq?$gg$omatic.He was also noted to have an umbilical hernia. Bilateral inguinal
hdf&\epairs were planned. These were pesormed on 22/3/04 but when seen at
%3 on 21/4/04, it was noted he was well, the wounds were healed and he was
outBatients
discharged to the care of his GP. He was subsequently reviewed 28/4/05 by Dr Barry
O'Loughlin Director of Surgery of the Royal Brisbane Hospital seconded to
Bundaberg: He assessed Mi- Smith noting that his main complaint was of pain
preoperatively which still persists post operatively including pain in the left testicle.
He recorded that slowly things are settling down. On examination, the wounds were
healed, no hernia obvious, tenderness in the left inguinal region, the testicles were
normal both left and right. He diagnosed ongoing neuralgia and suggested an injection
of local anaesthetic and hydrocortisone or removal of the mesh used for the hernia
repair. An ultrasound examination of 3/8/04 reported that the thickening and
echogenicity of the spermatic cord associated with an elongated anechoic structure is

1

puzzling. No suggestion of flow. Possibly this represents a solitary thrombosed vessel
or a thrombosed varicocele.

Mrs Jean Stuart-Sutherland 13/3/43 Ur130566
Mrs Jean Stuart-Sutherland underwent a completion colectomy on 11/2/05 with the
formation of an ileorectal anastomosis. A second laparotomy performed by Dr
Gaffield on 20/2/05 revealed 1200cc of bile stained ffuid within the peritoneal cavity.
He fashioned a loop ileostomy and left the drain insitu. Mrs Stuart-Sutherland's past
history was complex having undergone resection of an appendiceal carcinoma in 2000
by right hemicolectomy. There was a history of uterine carcinoma in 2003.
Mr Keith Walk 19/11/30 Ur 135796
abdomen was no

(-1

-

normal. The CT sc
cholangiocarcinoma just d
patient. Surgery was und
bladder and omentum
was no obvious explanation of the mode of de
coroner.

earcinoma of the gall
d on 30/12/03. There
has been referred to the

3. List of patients where it was considered Dr Patel operated outside of scope of
either his expertise or that of the hospital

Mr James Grave 22/12/39 Ur 130224
Oesophagectomy& partial gastrectomy
Mr Gerrard Kemps 14/8/27 Ur007900
Ivor Lewis Oesophagectomy and thoracic aortic disease

Mr James Phillips 27/357 Ur 034546
Oesophagectomy,the patient s ~ e r i n end-stage
g
renal failure on dialysis

scope of either his expertise or that of the hospital
Mr Phillip Deakin 21/9/32 Ur 009028
Ivor Lewis Oe
cigarettesper day. 1/9/04 CT scan no metatases.

Mr Antoine Gautray 7/7/28 Ur 057809
Whipples operation for carcinoma head of
indicating displacement and encaseme
Mr Leonard Green 28/8/36 U
CT demonstration of a 1
retrosternal extension and
thrombus.

reas. In light of the CT findings

mass displacing the trachea with some
ction of left jugular vein which contained

List of those patients where clinical patient management was considered

005751
117791
002278-2
012769
I30228-13
001069-2
133321-1
075042

i

-

068788-1
102414-6

I29531-1
079609-3
010380-2
001430-4
137325-1

,

008792
003379

018605.
142351

136704-5
094715

005153-41

132929-1
045282-1'I

ClJl L F N RONAlLD

YZ44
'12'44
114143

.

DALGLEISH, PETER
DAViES, NOELA
DAVIS, PAT

,

Total Hip replacement Dr Pate1 involvemenf satisfactory
Appropriate transfer
'
. .
Appropriate transfer

138339-1

/-

I 11/4/86

I DEAN, NASEEF

Motor Vehicle accident aoDroDriate transfer
Repair of recurrent inguinal hernia

I DEMPSEY,

003181-12
041083-1

18/4/48
7/12/52

LAURENCE
DRIVER, MERVYN

057579-2
038663

25/9/34
10/8/41

ARNOLD
EISEL, ERIC

035298-1
142699-1

20111131
30/5/44

ELLACOTT, VALERIE
FIELDING, CAROL

104562-2

9/7/25

FINCH, RAYMOND

006765-13
0015974

9/3/65
51311

I 138941-2

.

I

FORMAN, HAROLD

I FOURRO, PETER

143088-3

1/1/61

130408

22/9/33

GALLAGHER, GLADYS

2014127

GERRARD, GLORIA

I

.

I FORD, LEANNE

.\27514-1

099036-8

.

'

5/7/59
17/8/40

-

I

!

FRAY, RICHARD
FREESTONE,
I SHARON

GOOCH, MILTON
GOYNS, TONY

I38492-2
004278
037412
017611
104754-6
i
089388-3
126237-3

002378
039181-3

Ad@ionb30/7/04 exploratory laparotomy a large'necrotic mass in
thb regpn of the head of the'pancreas Gastrojejeunostomy and T
f$?Jirainage
of the bile duct. Discharged to Biggenden Hospital
3 8J8/04

GRAMBOWER,
JANICE
Kppropriate transfer
GRANGIOTTI,
26/7/08
FERDINAND0 6 4 ,
-.
5110120
Fractured left neck of femur appropriate supervision
GREEN, DOF$+S\V
Somplex recurrent breast cancer following previous surgery and
"4
13/3/53
HALE, J&&&w
-adiotherapy
12111136
-eft below knee amputation. Appropriate transfer
HALL&& E%M oN D
' \
.a
19/3/44
Idmiffed 9/3/04 with disseminated malignancy including liver
#-A
netastasis and malignant ascites. Died 28/3/04
&&ORAN, GORDON
ndsion and drainage of perianal abscess Appropriate transfer
20/9/31 A HAWEY, GILBERT
.
jdmission 13/12/04 with abdominal and back pain'weight loss and
G
maemia. Open gall bladder exploration 13/12/04 & liver biopsy.
%dings carcinoma of the gall bladder with a m a s s involving the
)owel and invading into the liver; Portal structures involved in the
nass which w a s considered unresectable. Three core biopsies were
HAWKINS, MAVIS
taken of the liver. Referred to Gayndah Hospital for palliative care
Y
Admiffe d 28/8/04 with cholecystitis. Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy
Dr De Lacey 29/8/04 Developed necrotizing fasciitis CT findings
included g a s in the abdominal wall and the subcutaneous fat. The
underlying tissue was oedematous and. infected tracking back to the
lateral edge of the extensor back muscles. Dr Patel performed an
HILLIER, DORIS
extensive debridement and fasciotomy Discharged home 11/9/04
Comolex dialvsis access in txfrail datient involving Or Patel'on
13112/03 and-Dr Theile on 24/1.2/04 Patient deceased 25/1/04
HILLYARD, EDWARD
I
I 2/2/29
Nissen FundoDlication 14/2/05 Patient offered laparoscopic treatment
in Brisbane but declined
HOLDER, GEORGE
Debridement of diabetic foot
HOSLER, GARY
Appropriate transfer for treatment of a lOcm abdominal aortic
meurysm in August 03. Excision of a left hydrocele in August 04.
HOWARD, NELSON
ncisional hernia repair October 04
II/ I 2/47

AT

I'

128067-2

22/6/45

MAUREEN

060446-14
089103-16
096867

Ill1/45
3/7/27
13/9/76

HUTTON, KENNETH
JACKSON, HERBERT
JOHNSTON,DONNA

I

I

013936-13

11/11/35

JONES, ELWYN

I2/5/42
002197-1I
142155-1

,

20/8/40
17111/56

KEEN, GLORIA

035690-13
(e

JOYCE, DARCY
JUNG, BARRY

Appropriate transfer
Appropriate palliative care following laryngectomy and radiotherapy
for carcinoma
Excision of skin lesions
Resection for Crohns disease
Admitted. 9/5/03 underwent a splenectomy for a splenic tear which
occurred secondary to a laparoscopic adrenalectomy by Professor
Goughat the Royal Brisbane Hospital on 14/4/03. Patient was
transferred back to the RBH on 14/5/03 -a portion of a “non cutting”
suture needle broke and become embedded in the pancreas and
was left insitu
4
Peripheral vascular disease with multiple co
transfer
Palliative care of advanced lung cancer
4
Admitted 23/5/03 with metastatic
24110103

Admission 17/2/04 Discharged
November 2004

i

083173-18

KELLY, ELSIE

25/4/24

Admitted 30110/04 to the
colleague at the
053965-1

KERR, KATHLEEN

30111/30
8/2/78

KERR, RENAI

093215-2

063164-6
097121

.w\~T@&4

$?$%ion of skin lesions
Jdmitted 22/11/04 for palliation following right hemicolectomy in
February 03 by Dr Baker at which time hepatic metastases were
7/2/62
evident. Died 21/2/05
Respiratory arrest 6/4/03 following resection of haemorrhagic small
bowel with areas of focal haemorrhage, mucosal infarction and
6/4/20
perforation with localised peritonitis Patient died 22/4/03
4/7/42
MN&$&G,
JUDITH
Palliative care for terminal carcinoma
9/10/35
,&$@J~~DGE, PATRICK Wedge resection left lung
4110/67 A: LA>~%N, CHRISTEN
Excision of sebaceous cyst
Palliative
care of colonic cancer
12/12/26/;
-... ’%AWSON, VICTOR

I

103368-10

,

KIEHNE, BERNARD
KNUST, ALAN

18/6/10
26/2/31

LaparoscoppyeZiling pelvic inflammatory disease plus the removal
of a norma stppbndix
A d m i t t & ? ? o & t ~ 6 Bfrom
H a nursing centre with a sigmoid volvulus
wit 4rnpenping perforation Sub total colectomy with an ileostomy
wak$? ormed on 31/7/04. Patient developed renal failure and died

031725-1
p25795-4
0699 23
024451
047508-6

‘cr

034130-5
0996%

l,yq/627w LESTER, VICKI
’&&@$@y

^V‘

002558-5
I15831-2
142212

10110127
22/1/01
21/12/69
13/9/38

LEWIS, GWENMH

LOVI, BERYL
LUDCKE, SKYE
MacPHAIL, VAUGHAN
MAISEY, SHIRLEY

139925-3
18/8/33

I

033696-3
064794 .

10/11/42

MANDERSON, JOYCE
MANTHEY, SUZANNE

Perianal abscess
Waiting list for lap chole
Transfer from SFPH wifh perforafed colon following a cofonoscopy
by Dr Strahan Laparotomy and repair of perforated sigmoid colon Dr
Patel 8/7/03 CT angiogram 6/8/03 extensive pulmonary embolus
Patient died of Pulmonary embolus 6/8/03
Swallowed coin
MVA Appropriate treatment
Transferred to Childers Hospital for palliative care following right
hemicolectomy for metasiatic carcinoma
Admission from SFPH with sub acute bowel obstruction. Carcinoma
of the colon resected with establishment of colostomy on 29/4/04.
5/04

Excision of breast lesion

-

'

I

I

MARR, RAYMOND
MARSDEN, HEATHER

2015135

3/3/45
18110143
5112/33

14/8/09
!6/1 103
129324-1
029817-2
139831

12/3/1905
1/11/41

124218-3
059257-2

i

Appropriate transfer
Admitted from Gayndah 21/3/04 with bowel
irreducible right inguinal hernia. Previously

p.

MELLOR, HECTOR

:reatment Patient died

VIINNS, PHILLIP
VIOFFAT, JOHN
VIONAGHAN, BRIAN

'atient died 17/1/04.
"
md concern of Dr Patel
schaemic right leg, ampufa$Q@'ppropriate
transfer
Snterior resection of re$al$$ttcinoma locally invading bladder wall
nsfer affer relief of a tension

4/6/25
'o/12/66

MORONEY, ALICE
MORSE; SIMONE

15/38
3/9/62
5/7/53
5/2/32

MURRAY, LlAM
NOPPE, PHILLIP
ODEA,JOHN f,

+%

ab'

PARK, G R M
PARSQN~~DRN

0/10/37

-w

9

'
023142-5
083866-2
I39301-1
091206
026824-3

,

-

MOORE, TREVOR,

880266

106639-16
122960-2
053832-11
084654-4
013431-5

MACNAMARA, SYLVI,
MCPHERSON,
RUSSELL
MEIERS, LAURENCE

Appropriate transfer
Recurrent abdominal hernia'problems following initial repair in May
01 with mesh. Abscess April 02. Treated December 02 by Dr De
Lacey for a n periumbilical empyema. Wound probed. CT 29/10/03
reported a s u b cutaneous abscess and enterocutaneous fistula. At
operation by Dr Pat61 on 517 7/03 a fistula was apparent between the
appendix and the anterior abdominal wall. The appendix stump was
stapled.
Appropriate transfer

"I0133-b

i,$@'$
3(.?gg$r
%$50
'4-

''

P m R S O N , JOHN
PEDERSON, RENE
PERRY, MARK
PETERS, MARINUS

057570-4
025333

llL142

---... .
t'kl I l l I , JUUllH

8/8/43

PIROVANO, FELICA .

134655-4

2a1813a

PORTER, ISOBELL

110212-3
131374-1

21/9/44

775009
041253- 1

8/5/02
27110151

1 I - ,

.^

.-a_.

PUNCH, TORI
REIN, BARRY

EDLQpn'ate transfer for management of obstructive jaundice
\ppdpriate transfer
6mplex dialysis patient Appropriate removal of pericardial tube
lxcision biopsy left groin
aparotomy 4111/04 Inoperable tumour Pleural effusion drained
'atient died 7111/04
.
[ecurrent laryngeal carcinoma Appropriate transfer
ransferred from Eidsvold Hospital 17/7/04 with PR bleeding Past
istory of 3 total hip replacements, CVA, diabetes & bronchiectasis.
'r Patel's preoperative assessment and management considered
ppropriate. Patient continued to bleed PR. Sigmoid colectomy
erformed on 23/7/04. Troponin leak Patient died 25/7/04
dmitted with bowel obstruction of 7 days standing Appropriate
ansfer
ppropriate transfer
,ultilocular clear cell carcinoma of the kidney
ppropriate transfer
eferred from Childers Hospital with non functioning colostomy
arrowed stoma refashioned Pafient suffering widespread metastatic
sease
Jbtotal gastrectomy for carcinoma
ansferred from RBH 4/2/04 lschaemic heart disease, extensive
iscular disease, COAD, CRF. Died 11/2/04
?current breast cancer Appropriate surgery and transfer Recurrent
rarian carcinoma with metastases Levine shunt 23/2/04 Patient
sd 4/3/04
iparotomy and adhesiolysis for small bowel obstruction
iallenging cystic hygroma Managed with appropriate consultation
th Staff at the RCH
ipropriate referral

I

1 1/5/69,
9112/37
19/2124

061490-2
028486
143888-1

Ii--tI
'

775999-2

24110103

041571-2
104490

3/2/26 .
13/12/41

075841

22/6/82

135261-1

29111/21

?I2653845

25/2/93

002736-7

7/4/38
6/8/30

032407
120676-1

8/42/50
27/7/34

019627-3
023485

P\

Laparotomy 25111103 at Mater Private Bundabes$-%$@dersen.
Inoperable situation with tumour in the antrum ihRijng the pancreas.
arrest in
Cholegastrojejeunostomy performed. Sus$in%@.;$piratory
recovery and was transferred to Bundabe,r@ase Hospital to the
SCOPE, KATHLEEN
care of Dr Patel. Patient died 26/1/04~
Admitted 8/2/04 Discharged 13/2/~Ct~th&RCH
with subacute bowel
SIMPKINS, LAUREN
obstruction,. Died 7/1/05 .-"".I"
Metastatic neck carcinoma. Fir$et&%3e aspiration, panendoscopy
revealed normal tissue. Dr,P+tel blspsied a cervical node. The
SINGHO, KEVIN
wound healed satisfacto,ui%hepatient died 31/5/04.
Motor Vehicle accide,nf, 5'6aEfured ribs, loculated haemothorax left
SMITH, MERVYN
chest with poorly ex&d%3d'lungs 10/9/03 left thoracotomy DR Patel
Appropriate traksfer \
SMMH, PATRICK
SONDERGELD,
Medical demis?
d
ERNEST
Pancre&t&$hdlecystectomy
Appropriate transfer
SONTER, RAYMOND
ZoppJex%$ilysis patient of Dr Miach suffering polycystic disease
$dp?it&J29/3/03
with chills, fever, pain in the right upper quadrant
sndojaddice. It was considered that h e may have ruptured a liver
4 y t2His condition deteriorated and on 3/4/03 Dr Miach on his ward
p nd noted that h e was unwell, jaundiced, confused with a blood
xessure of 63/50 oximeter recorded 85 despite supplemental
ixygen. The CT of his abdomen suggested a likely enlarged gall
)ladder. The patient was seen by Dr Patel on the request of Dr
diach. Dr Patel's comments are informative- Cholecystostomy
P;ANN~~$B@$Y
N'
l5OOhrs Patient expired 4/4/032220hrs
ippropriate
palliative treatment
;T~EJT~&
~6sEPH
.. .
; . ~ E $ E N ~ o N , ALLEN Appropriate transfer
Insertion of PICCline
$J&~VAN, AMANDA
Appropriate
transfer
;U<LOCK, VAL
..
IVENSSON,
Appropriate management of breast pathology
[ARGARET
'ARATOA, CHRISTIAN Not seen by Patel despite email to the contrary
Appropriate transfer
TEBBIT, GORDON
Abdominoperineal resection for adenocarcinoma with unresecfable
THIELE, COLIN
liver mefasfasises Died 26/8/04
THOMPSON, LESLIE
Conservative management of PR bleeding transferred

v'
Y

F..

.

ROLL, JEAQ
RYAN, THOMAS
SAROGLIA,
CASSANDRA

Appropriate transfer
Manaaement of breast disease in consultation with Dr Gafield
Appropriate transfer
Appropriate transfer for surgery to correct pyloric stenosis. Vomiting
post operatively required re-operation
Admission 10/9/03with 8 weeks of abdominal discomfort and nausei
12/9/03ilio-colic anastomosis for a non resectable caecal carcinoma
Discharged home 17/9/03 Follow up at surgical outpatients 30/9/03
patient satisfactory
Amputation of toe
Excision of swanuoma right thigh

\\

10/2/44

E"

i

000144
O55819-7
075156-4
029727
117790-1

,

28/7/35
27/7/36
17/3/26
8/10/87
19/9/26

~

,9".

Y
9!g99

013712
29/3/&bk
772896 .
.!I
075042-2 A " ' % @ ~ ~ ~
I

v

30/6/41
138813-1
2811
0135
039868-2
135321 28/1/55
122651-2
I 36902-1
132412-2

- 037658-5
013422-4

23/4/34
16111/35
26/7/32
23548 .
29/12/52

-
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THOMPSON, NEIL
THORNE, LESLIE
TREMBLE, LOTTI E
TUCKER, LAWRENCE
TURCAROLO, ANITA
TURNER, CHRISTINE

Admission 8/7/04 exploratory laparotomy revealed severely necrosed
pancreas and colon. Considered non salvageable Patient died
13/7/04
Appropriate transfer
Admission 27/8/04 with ischaemic leg. Management discussed with RBH in
relation to transfer. Toe amputated under local anaesthesia 7/9/04
Subsequent followed by below knee amputation Died 12/10/04

Admitted 19/2/04with pancreatitis. Appropriate transfer 22/2/04
Appropriate management of axillary mass

I

Appropriate management
Admitted 2511 1/03 with cholecystitis. Histological examination of the
gall bladder removed the following day revealed severe acute
cholecystitis with focal gangrenous change in the wall. The patient's
ejection fracture on echo cardiography was thirty per cent (30%).
Appropriate discussion pre operatively of the prognosis and consent.
Died 28111/03
Ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm with preoperative arrest
Appropriate management of chronic pancreatitis
Admitted 10/12/03 Difficulty obtaining dialysis access Transfer
12112/03 Died 26/1/04
Admitted 1/2/05following haemorrhage from presyrfl veins
occurring during a rectopexy. Haemorrhage was:controlled with
packs. Following transfer to Bundaberg Base HGp&&e packs
were removed and the patient transferred ba&kdoo.F&PH on 10/2/05
Appropriate transfer
' 4 2 Y'
Inserfion of Tenckhoff catheter
4
Right hemicolectomy
Lap Cholecystectomy Approprjaft:, t?%s'fer
Appropriate transfer
pa
Collowinga right nephri$3 'btby Dr Anderson on 16/9/04,the
3atient was admitted.on ?%
7704 with
I lung- metastases, cough
- and
jsypnoea Patient di$?hd!b/O4
qdmitted 22/9/C,3una'er;went a repair of a ruptured left common iliac
resutured by Dr
was complex.
of a pulmonary embolism. The patient had
died 22110/03

TURTON, ROBYN

WALES, IRENE
WALKER, NEVILLE
WARREN, KEVIN
WEBB, ANNElTE

'142406-1
080692-13

3/3/78
30/11/32

.

WEBB, VALMA
WEINHOLZ, KEITH
WEIR, ALWYN
WELLER, RONALD
WELLS, FAYE
WHALLEY, JAMES

v'

%
4

055189-6

I 23/4/26

WHEELER, NOEL

WHITCOMBE, DAVID
WHITNEY, BERYL

097482-2
027515-1
108809-2
I

'

3/6/20
15/3/27
19/4h31

11/4/68
NO96063
1045187-9

9JgoJ31

,

Gaftleld from Gin Gin Hospital on
carcinoma OGD by Dr Patel
:omplete
w
oesophageal obstruction, malignant pleural effusion,
ialliative care
idmitted 8/12/03'defunctionina colostomv perfarmed for an anal
:arcinoma Discharged home ~ U I U O 3Died 4/8/04
\ppropriate transfer
ittempt at vasectomy under local anaesthesia abandoned and
mompleted under a subsequent general anaesthesia
isertion of oortacath

1A.l Clinical Case Chart Keview
~~

HBCIS records show that at the Bundaberg Hospital Dr Patel was involved in
the care of approximately fourteen hundred and fifty seven (1457) in-patients
undergoing 1824 admissions between March 2003 and April 2005.
Of those there were two hundred and twenty-two (222) patients who:
a) Died

b) Were transferred to another institution or
c) Had an outcome considered 'adverse' by anyone c o n c e r p b
with hidher care, family, acquaintances or other
people

p-$$$@
h&&=Lw&."d
w!qv

#%

In respect of each of those two hundred and

patients, Dr

Woodruff
a) Examined their case notes'
b) Examined any other related
reports or infectious
c) Examined
3.2.1.. 3

Dr Woodruff

&"f.

hundred and twentyKj ~49.?22)
patients
a) Did Dr Pktekontribute to an adverse outcome?

T-

b) Was D b ' atel acting outside the scope of expertise of either
P
o
\

himSelf2orthe hospital?

.cPb
"as
the patient's management reasonable?
o"
3.2%!4

Each of these three questions was answered in relation to each case as 'yes',
'maybe' or 'no'. Dr Woodruff identified in tables below in relation to each
question those in respect of whom a 'yes' answer or a 'maybe' answer was
reached. In each case the 'No' category are those cases remaining.
3.2.1.5

The conclusions Dr Woodruff reached are his own, acting in good faith
expressing what Dr Woodruff believes to be an objective and dispassionate
answer.
3.2.1.6 Table: Patients in respect of whom Dr Patel contributed or may
.
have contributed to adverse outcomes

3.2.1.7 Table: Patients in respect of whom Dr Patel-srated
or may have
maybe outside
operated out side his scope of expertise or out$&\r
d" X I
that of the hospital

%

0
3.2.1.8

of whom management was not or may

J

Maybe

20

No

15

Yes

d 87

3.2.1.9

The following are attached as Appendix E:

I.List of the 222 patients referred to in paragraph 3.2.1

2. Notes concerning patients with adverse outcomes considered to have

been contributed to by Dr Patel
3. Notes concerning patients with adverse outcomes which may have
been contributed to by Dr Patel
4. Notes concerning patients operated on by Dr Patel outside his

expertise or scope of practice or that of the hospital
5. Notes concerning patients operated on by Dr Patel where to do
have been out side his expertise or scope of practice or that o
hasp ita1
6. Notes concerning patients where Dr Patel’s manage

-

0

’

considered satisfactory
3.2.1.10

It is difficult and in many senses dangerous tq@e%pt to express a short view
of Dr Patel’s competence. Dr Woodruff haqq5ver
?w YY seen Dr Patel operate. Dr
Woodruffs analysis can only b e limit@
r*.other material identified.

%-.

@IS

review of the case notes and

?4)?+

pq$y

i ’

ed3

Having said that, thesm &r Woodruffs views:
9
%
The case noh%provide
no basis for a finding that Dr Patel intentionally
a)
inflicted.: arm upon any patient
In t <eqp+sesidentified, he caused or may have contributed to adverse
b)
@-$%Qrnes;or operated beyond his scope of practice or the hospitals’
r-qskopeof practice. .
c) I, Dr Patel, exhibited an unacceptable level of care in some cases
It is difficult without an empirical denominator to quantify (in relative
d)
terms) Dr Patel’s adverse outcomes, however
1. The occurrence of wound dehiscence was higher than normal,
2. The occurrence of anastomotic leakages was higher than normal
3. And the failure of dialysis access raised concern.
Dr Patel’s unacceptable level of care contributed to three (3) deaths:
e)
Kemps U r 007900, Nagel Ur 130567, Phillips Ur 034546.

e
4&

Ac)

There mav have been an unacceptable level of care which contributed
to a

further six (6) deaths:

Johnson Url34333, Jones Ur 080457, Gautray Ur 057809, McDonald
Ur 002443, Slater Ur009677, Walk Ur 135796.

f)

There are other patients upon whom Dr Pate1 operated who
subsequently died. In my opinion, however their deaths were not
related to an unacceptable level of care on Dr Patel's part and were a
consequence of the underlying pathology

g)

%

In the comfortable majority of cases examined, Dr Patel's o u t c o c p

9
-

were acceptable and in some instances, he retrieved pati - f rim

4
Ob

dangerous situations caused by other practitioners pri T'to#is

(-j

involvement in the patient's management
h)

Dr Patel's cases notes were legible and full a n a c l i n i c a l decisions
generally well reasoned.

<A

P \ .

3.2.1.1 1
Effective patient care is a

member of the team plays his or
communication between each

member is

There were serious
respect. This is also

0

between members
of patient's care
particularly those involving adverse outcomes. Constructive and
contemporary review among those involved in a patient's care if
necessary with input from other experienced senior clinicians would go
a long way towards improving outcomes.
Ideally from the perspective of healthcare outcomes alone, such a
review would be confidential and conducted within a culture which

,

encouraged the open disclosure, discussion and analysis of adverse
outcomes, clinical events and near misses.

3.2.7. I 2
There is no doubt too that the hospital would benefit from regular review by
peer bodies of the surgeon’s level of skills. Inadequate skills are more likely to
fester in regional hospitals were the level of informal peer influence is likely to
be less. It would be worthwhile, for example, for there to be rQgular vali@&ion

/

of surgical skills in surgical skills laboratories
review by senior experienced surgical colleagues

0

rapid and focussed response to complaints about
surgical outcomes.

7 .I .2 Interview Feedback Relating t
Performance

,.4&7

During the interviews with stafffy2‘had observed Dr Patel operating, the
garding their observations of Dr Patel’s

. Many provided comments including the
(

J

and opted for ‘mass closures’

sis with suture material and sutures were

0

‘Coughed and wiped his nose with a gloved hand’

0

Operating with ‘active dermatitis of his arms’.

Dr Patel is said by some to have been a fast surgeon and have reasonable
technique with some of the ‘basic stuff‘ though from the information gathered
during interviews by the Review Team it was reported tifiat he didn’t ‘protect

the bowel’ nor was he considered as meticulous in his dissection of vital
structures as other surgeons were considered to have been though ’he was
better than others’.

It was reported that Dr Patel was not receptive to feedback regarding his
performance and he was said to have denied responsibility for complications.
Others reported instances when during teaching he allowed very junior staff to
operate under his supervision. In one instance he sup
performing a bowel anastomosis. A number of the more senio
medical officer staff found this very unusual. He allegedly t
and was reported to use his own curriculum rather than

He reportedly often yelled when things weren’t as he woul
It was not possible to form an objective
regarding Dr Patel’s surgical technique

From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

“Peter Dwyer“ <Peter.Dwyer@CrownLaw.qld.gov.au>
“Peter Crofts” <Peter-Crofts@health.qld.gov.au>
06/06/2005 17:53:54
RE: Inquiry - Review team interim report

Peter
Thanks for following this up.
When the interim report is ready, in accordance with the process we have
established with the Commission could you please forward it on to me and
I will send it on to the Commission under the cover of a letter (and
provide a copy to our Counsel at the same time). The interim report
falls within item 6 of the Commission’s request of 1IMay 2005 as well
as the summonses dated 18 May 2005 served on each member of the review
team and this will be the formal basis upon which the report will be
provided to the Commission.
As an interim report, there will no doubt be certain qualifiers to any
findings. Could you please give me instructions in that regard, so that
can be addressed in my letter in my letter.
Regards
Peter

.-

P.eter Dwyer
Principal Lawyer
Queensland Health - Bundaberg Hospital Inquiry Team
Crown Law
Phone: 323 96169
Fax: 322 47431
Ernail: peter.dwyer@crownlaw.qld.gov.au

(

J

----Original Message--From: Pefer Crofts [mailto:Peter-Crofis@heaIth.qld.gov.au]
Sent: Monday, 6 June 2005 4:38 PM
To: Peter Dwyer
Cc: Geraldine Weld; Leanne Patton; Peter Brockett;
boddice@qldbar.asn.au
Subject: Re: Inquiry - Review team interim report
Peter - I have spoken with Leeanne Patton who is assisting the
review team to edit the interim report. I have also spoken with Dr
Mafliussi. The most likely ETA is tomorrow morning. David Andrews rang
me this afternoon to ask about the progress of the report and I have
left a message at his chambers as above. Leanne we will have to
provide a copy of the report as a PDF as well as in hard copy - the
‘draft’ watermark is important. We can expect that the report will be
published by the BCI. Regards Peter Crofts GC

-

>>> “Peter Dwyer” <Peter.Dwyer@crownlaw.qld.gov.au>06/06/05
02:l Ipm >>>
Peter

You said in the meeting that the interim report may be completed
this
afternoon. Could you follow this up and let me know the current
status
by close of business today. In our communications with the

. . . .;.

Commission,
we indicated that the review team expected to have’finalised the
interim
report: by 3.6.05.
Thanks
Peter
Peter Dwyer
Principal Lawyer
Queensland Health Bundaberg Hospital Inquiry Team
Crown Law
Phone: 323 96169
Fax: 322 47431
Email: peter.dwyer@crownlaw.qld.gw.au

-

...........................................................

WARNING: This e-mail (including any attachments) may contain
’

i
1

\
1

legally
privileged, confidential or private information and may be
protected by
copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was
intended to be
. sent to and if you use it in an authorised way. No one is
allowed to use,
review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy
this e-mail without
appropriate authority.
If this e-mail was not intended for you and was sent to you by
mistake, please
telephone or e-mail me immediately, destroy any hardcopies of
this e-mail and
delete it and any copies of it from your computer system. Any
legal privilege
and confidentiality attached to this e-mail is not waived or
destroyed by that
mistake.

I

’

It is your responsibilityto ensure that this e-mail does not
contain and is not
affected by computer viruses, defects or interference by third
parties or
replication problems (including incompatibility with your
computer system).
..................................................................

........................................................................
******I****

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is
confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This
confidentialify is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not
the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmittedlreceived in error:
Any unauthorised use, alteration: disclosure, distribution or
review of this email is prohibited. It may be subject to a statutory
duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters.

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have
received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the
sender by telephone or by return email. You should also delete this
email and destroy any hard capies produced.
*****MM*******M**************************M*M***Mrx*******~******

***********

******

WARNING: This e-mail (including any gttachments) may contain lggaI!y
privileged, confidential or private information and may b e protected by
copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it w a s intended to be
sent to and if you u s e it in a n authorised way. No o n e i s allowed to use,
review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this e-mail without
appropriate authority.
If this e-mail was not intended for you and w a s sent to you by mistake, please
telephone or e-mail m e immediately, destroy any hardcopies of this e-mail and
delete it and any copies of it from your computer system. Any legal privilege
and confidentiality attached to this e-mail is not waived or destroyed by that
mistake.

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not
affected by computer viruses, defects or interference by third parties or
replication problems (including incompatibility with your computer system).
.............................................................

"Geraldine Weld" <Geraldine-Weld@health.qld.gov.aus, "Leanne Patton"
cc:
<Leanne-Patton@health.qld.gov.au>, "Peter Brockett" <Peter-Brockeff@health.qld.gov.au>,
<boddice@qld bar.asn. au>

From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Leanne Patton
Peter Crofts; peter.dwyer@crownlaw.qld.gov.au
07/06/2005 9:52:42
Interim Report from Review Team

Dear Peters
Please find attached pdf version of Interim Report.
There are still a significant number of chart reviews to be completed. As a consequence 3.2 is only in
the fledgling stages. The chart review will also alter risk management and other sections once
completbd. Obviously the conclusion and exec summary can not be completed until the rest of the
document is finalised.

I have a hard copy available- where should I deliver it to?
Kind Regards
Leanne
Principal Project OfFier
Bundaberg Review Team
323 40323
_*

i

. .

From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Peter Crofts
Leisa Elder
07/06/2005 13:09:07
Fwd: Interim Report from Review Team

-

'

Leisa
Attached is a copy of the Bundy review team interim report. This is an draft report and is not finished.
A copy has been provided to CLO for Morris. We have no idea if this is going to be published but it is
a safe bet that it will. Steve is across its content.
Regards
Peter Crofts GC
Catherine Flynn; Geraldine Weld; Jill Pfingst; Katherine Curnow; Leanne
cc:
Chandler; Penelope Eden; Peter Brockett

.

..
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Crown Law
Queensland Government

Your ref:
Our ref:
Contact:
Direct p h
Direct fax:

CS5/HEA027/5744/DZP
Peter Dwyer
(07) 323 961 69
(07) 3224 7431

Department of

Justiceand Attorney-General

7 June 2005.

Mr A S Stella

.

Solicitor to Commission of Inquiry
Bundaberg Hospital Commission of Inquiry
Level 9
Brisbane Magistrates Court
363 George Street
BRISBANE Q 4000
Dear Mr Stella
Lntc%-imreport - Bundaberg Hospital.Review Team

Further to your letter of request dated 11 May 2005 (item 6), I enclose a copy of the draft
interim report of the “Review of Clinical Services Bundaberg Base Hospital” undertaken by
Drs Mattiussi and Wakefield and Associate Professors Woodruff and Hobbs. I note that the
interim report is also the subject of summonses dated 18 May 2005 served on each member
of the review team.

As is clear on the face of the document, the review team einphasise that the report is not yet
finalised and so some of its content, including findings, may change in the course o f
finalising the report.

Peter Dwyer
Principal Lawy
for Crown
enel

State Law Building
50Ann Street Brisbane
GPO Box 149 Brisbane
Queensiand 4001 Australia
Dx 40121 Brisbane Uptown
CDE 038

Telephone 07 3239 6703
Facsimile 07 32.39 0407
ABN 13 846 673 994
Document No.: 1161968

c
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Geraldine'WxFwdiinterim Report from Review'Team .

From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

- ,
''

Peter Crofts
Leisa Elder
07/06/2005 13:09:07
Fwd: Interim Report from Review Team

Leisa Attached is a copy of the Bundy review team interim report, This is an draft report and is not finished.
A copy has been provided to CLO for Morris. We have no idea if this is going to be published but it is
a safe bet that it will. Steve is across its content.
Regards
Peter Crofts GC
Catherine Flynn; Geraldine Weld; Jill Pfingst; Katherine Curnow; Leanne
cc:
Chandler; Penelope Eden; Peter Brockett

P i D i

From:
To:

Leanne Patton

Date:
Subject:

10/06/2005 8:26:00
Tables as requested

peter.dwyer@crownlaw.qld.gov.au

Dear Peter
Please find attached tables from Peter - very much in draft form
Kind Regards
Leanne
323 40323

cc:

Peter Crofts

From:

To:
Brockett
Date:
Subject:

Peter Crofts
Geraldine Weld; Katherine Curnow; Leanne Chandler; Penelope Eden; Peter
10/06/2005 8:54:30
Fwd: Tables as requested

Hi team - preliminary report from Woodruff re clinical review of Patel charts Pete

,

undaberg Hospital Commission of Inquiry
I O June 2005

L

Mr D K Boddice SC
Level 8
Inns of Court
I 0 7 North Quay
BRISBANE QLD
BY E-MAIL: BODDlCE@QLDBAR.ASN.AU
Dear David

0

Bundaberg Hospital Commission of Inquiry
I understand that a team of four investigators engaged by
Queensland Health has obtained some information from one of its
members, Dr Woodruff about Dr Woodruffs findings in relation to a
number of clinical notes which he has reviewed.
I would appreciate it if I could be supplied with those findings in
respect of the patients reviewed to date by Dr Woodruff.
I understand that in its thoroughness the review team would prefer
for Dr Woodruff to continue reviewing many more files relating to the
Bundaberg Base Hospital, and to complete his report after reviewing
all those files.

0

Because the Inquiry Team must assemble evidence for the
Commission before it gets to Bundaberg, I ask for the preliminary
findings.

I understand that the review team desires also that Dr Woodruff
provide some commentary in respect of a number of files he has
completed reviewing. I would be very pleased to have that
commentary as soon as it is available.

I understand that Dr Woodruff has attempted to find the file of one
Chris Sniff for the purpose of review. I would be pleased if Dr
Woodruff would review that file too as soon as it is located.

Commissioner
Anthony Morris QC
Deputy Commissioners
Sir Llewellvn Edwards AC
Margaret Vider RN
Counsel Assisting
David Andrews SC
Errol Monone
Damien Atkinson
Secretary
David Groth
Level 9
Brisbane Magistrates Court
363 George Sfreef
Brisbane Qld 4000

PO Box 13147
George Street Qld 4003
Telephone: 07 3109 9 150
Facsimile: 07 3 109 9 151.
Toll Free No: 1800 610 558
Email:
bhci@bhci.ald.aov.au

Yours faithfully

Website:
www.bhci.ald.aov.au

David Andrews
Counsel Assisting the Commission of Inquiry

Document 434

1

Bundaberg Hospital Commission of
Inquiry

Document 434

2
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From:
To:
Date:

"Peter Dwyer" -=Peter.Dwyer@CrownLaw.qld.gov.au>
"Geraldine Weld" -=Geraldine-Weld@health.qlh.gov.au>

Subject:

FW BHCl-#434-vl-David-Boddice-re-Dr-Woodruff.DOC

15/06/20057:31:59

This was the letter Andrews sent to Boddice requesting Dr Woodruff's
preliminary findings.
My letter sent to Andrews at around 6:45pm yesterday was in response to
the attached letter.
Peter

0

Peter Dwyer
Principal Lawyer
Queensland Health - Bundaberg Hospital Inquiry Team
Crown Law
Phone: 323 96169
Fax: 322 47431
Email: peter.dwyer@crownlaw.qld.gov.au
-----Original Message----From: Peter Dwyer
Sent: Friday, 10 June 2005 2:46 PM
To: 'Peter Crofts'
Cc: 'MarkMattiussi@health.qld.gov.au'
Subject: FW: BHCI#434-vl-David-Boddice-re-Dr'Woodruff.

DOC

Peter
See attached request that David Boddice received from David Andrews.
This seems to be in confirmation of his verbal request for Dr Woodruff's
interim "findings" from charts he had reviewed to date.

i

Boddice said to Andrews that we would get back to him first thing on
Tuesday in response to his request (which Andrews was happy with). As
result, I have not provided the table as yet. Before I do (which will be
Tuesday am) I would like to get Mark's instructions regarding the
"commentary" which Dr Woodruff has been asked to provide in relation to
these cases. I believe these are the "case summaries" Mark mentioned to
me when we spoke this morning. I understood from Mark that these are a
little way off but obviously the Commission are hoping it will be sooner
rather than later.
Perhaps Mark could make contact with Dr Woodruff over the weekend and
come back to you 'or me first thing Tuesday.
Just to confirm that I am a.way for the weekend but I'm likely to come
back in to the office Monday pm.
Regards
Peter
Peter Dwyer
Principal Lawyer
Queensland Health - Bundaberg Hospital Inquiry Team
Crown Law
Phone: 323 96169

Fax: 322 47431
Email: peter.dwyer@crownlaw.qld.gov.au
-----Original Message--From: David Boddice [mailto:boddice@qldbar.asn.au]
Sent: Friday, 10 June 2005 2 3 2 PM
To: Peter Dwyer
Subject: FW: BHCI-#434-vl-David~Boddice~re~Dr~Woodruff.DOC

-----Original Message----From: Merilyn Carter [mailto:Merilyn.Carter@BHCl.qld.gov.au]
Sent: Friday, 10 June 2005 159 PM
To: David Boddice
Subject: BHCI#434-v1-David-Boddice_re-Dr-Woodruff.DOC
Dear Mr Boddice,
i

i

Please find attached letter from David Andrews at the Bundaberg Hospital
Commission of Inquiry.
Yours faithfully
For David Andrews. 43HCI-#434-vl -David-Boddice-re-Dr-Woodruff.
DOC>>
................................................................
WARNING: This e-mail (including any attachments) may contain legally
privileged, confidential or private information and may be protected by
copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be
sent to and if you use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use,
review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this e-mail without
appropriate authority.
If this e-mail was not intended for you and was sent to you by mistake, please
telephone or e-mail me immediately, destroy any hardcopies of this e-mail and
delete it and any copies of it from your computer system. Any legal privilege
and confidentiality attached to this e-mail is not waived or destroyed by that
mistake.

(

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not
affected by computer viruses, defects or interference by third parties or
replication problems (including incompatibility with your computer system).
................................................................
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From:
.

To:
Date:

Subject:

Geraldine Weld
Uschi.Schreiber@premiers.qld.gov.au
16/06/20059: 15:OO
Review Committee Report

Dear Uschi
1. The interim Review Committee report was sent to the COI on 7 June 2005. See attached letter
dated 7 June 2005.
2. The 2 page Woodruff report was sent to the COI by fax 6.43 pm on 14 June 2005 and then sent by
.L
email to Tony Stella at the COI. See attached fax sheet and letter from Crown Law to COI.
,m.

David Andrews SC advised Crown Law last week that Dr Woodruff had produced this report and
asked for a copy. This was obtained from Ms Leanne Patton, who is assisting the Review Committee
and sent to the COI on 14 June 2005.
The letter sending the report states that the document is a preliminary report in relation to 124 charts.

_-

3. Dr Woodruff is preparing the chart reviews and his review will form part of the Review Committee
report. In the draft report it appears on page 36. It states that the total number of charts to be
reviewed is 249.

4. As at 10 June 2005 Dr Woodruff had reviewed 124 of a total 221 charts he is reviewing. It is
expected that he will finish his review this week. Other members of the Review Committee (Dr
Mattuissi and Dr Wakefield) are reviewing 30 charts. This will result in a total of 251 charts being
reviewed.

Regards
GeraldineWeld
Special Project Officer
Commission of Inquiry Team
Queensland Health
Ph: 3234 1166
Fax: 3234 1482
email: Geraldine Weld@health.qld.qov.au
\

...................................................
This email, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). The contents of
this email, and any attachments, may be confidential and subject to legal professional privilege.
Confidentiality and legal privilege is not waived or lost if you receive it and you are not the intended or
authorised recipient(s). Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure,copying, distribution or review of
this email, and any attachments, is prohibited.
If you are not the intended or authorised recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender by
telephone (no: (07) 323 40302) or by return email. You should also delete this email message and
any attachments and destroy any hard copies produced.
...............................................

cc:

Jill Pfingst
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Government
Queensland Health

A IBIUEmG TO THlE
DIRECTOR-GENERAL

BRIEFING NOTE NO:
J

,,-

‘

I

REQUESTED BY:

Dr Steve Buckland

DATE:

16 June 2005

PREPARED BY:

Geraldine Weld, Registrar, Commission of Inquiry Team,
Queensland Health

qo-

CONSULTATION WITH:

-

. CLEAREDBY:
i$

DEADLJBE:

17 June 2005

SUBMITTED THROUGH:

Jill Pfingst, Executive Manager, Executive Services

SUBJECT:

Provision of the Bundaberg Review Team Draft Report “Review of Clinical Services Bundaberg Base HospitaP’ - to the
Commission of Inquiry

.’

I

PLJRPOSE:
To outline events surrounding the provision of the Bundaberg Review Team draft report “Review
of Clinical Services Bundaberg Base Hospital” to the Commission of hquiry (COI).
BACKGROUND:
Queensland Health received a letter on 13 May 2005 fiom the COI dated 11 May 2005 (,,l 1 May
letter”) to provide items including but not limited to:

6. All documents, including electronic communications, relating to the investigation by Drs
Mattiussi, Woodru$ Wakefield and Associate Professor Hobbs including:
a) All briefing notes to the Honourable the Premier and the Honourable the
Ministerfor Health;
b) Any documents relating to their appointment;
c) Any documents prepared in the course of that investigation;
d) Any interim reports prepared bv that investigation;
e) Any witness statements or records of interview taken by that investigation;
r) Any diary notes, memoranda, or electronic communicationsprepared in the
course of that investigation.
As at 13 May 2005 the Bundaberg Review Team had commenced but not fkalised their review.
Therefore, the Department collected copies of all documents held by the Bundaberg Review Team
and provided these to the COI as at 26 May 2005, when it provided copies of all documents which
fell within the categories identified in the 11May letter. In order to allow the Bundaberg Review
Team to continue its review, no further documents will be taken fiom the Bundaberg Review
Team until they have finished their review and provided their report. At that time, the Department
will provide copies of all documents held by the Bundaberg Review Team to the COI ,in order to
satisfy the COI request contained in the 11 May letter.
The BundabergReview Team report was also the subject of a summons dated 18 May 2005 served
on each member of the Bundaberg Review Team.
On or about 6 June 2005 the COI asked the Department’s lawyers when the Bundaberg Review
Team Report would be available. The Department advised on that day that an interim draft report
would be available on 7 June 2005.
Events thereafter are as follows:
0

Leanne Patton, Principal Project Officer, Bundaberg Review Team provided the Bundaberg
Review Team interim report to lawyers acting for the Department (Peter Crofts, Director
LALU and Peter Dwyer, Crown Law) on 7 June’2005. See attached email dated 7 June 2005
(Attachment 1).
The BundabergReview Team interim report was sent by Crown Law to the COI on 7 June
2005, in accordancewith the protocol established by the Department for providing documents
to the COI. See attached letter dated 7 June 2005 (Attachment 2).

2

Following a request fkom the COI on 8 June 2005, Crown Law asked Leanne Patton for an
estimated date for completion of the final version of the Bundaberg Review Team report
(Attachment 1).
Leanne Patton advised Crown law that the anticipated completion date is 30 June 2005. She
noted that one of the Bundaberg Review Team members, Dr Peter Woodruff, had a number of
chart reviews to' complete (Attachment 1).

On 9 June 2005, the Department understands that Mr Andrews SC, Counsel assisting the COI
contacted the Department's legal counsel, Mr Boddice SC and advised him of the existence of
a summary prepared by Dr Woodruff and sought a copy of this s m a r y which the COI
understood Dr Woodruff had provided to the Department. Mr Boddice asked for the request to
be made kt writing. See attached letter dated 10 June 2005 (Attachment 3).
Crown Law sought this information fiom the BundabergReview Team and Leanne Patton
provided the information, a two page summary by Dr Woodruff, to Crown Law on 10June
2005. See email dated 10 June 2005 (Attachment 4).
Crown Law provided the information to the COI by fax and email on 14 June 2005 at
approximately 6.43 pm. See attached letter (Attachment 5)
On the morning of 16 June 2005 I was contacted by Ms Schreiber, Acting Director General of
the Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) with a request to advise her on the history of
provision of the Bundaberg Review Team draft repoit to the COI and I advised her by email.
See email dated 16 June 2005 (Attachment 6).

my ISSUES:
I

0

The Department is under an obligation, as set out in the 11 May letter fkom.the COI, to
provide copies of any documents relating to the Bundaberg Review T e r n processes. In
accordance with this duty, the subject documents were provided to the COI as soon as the
Bundaberg Review Team interim report was available and as soon as the COI advised the
Department's legal advisers of the existence of the 2 page summary by Dr W o o w f .

I
0

I

The Department, at the request of DPC, set up a steering committee to steer the
Department responses to the COI, the Forster Review and the CMC investigations relating
to BundabergHealth Services. DPC requested that it be advised of any documents
provided to the COI. In accordance with this request:
o A copy of the Bundaberg Review Team interim draft report was provided to Ms

Schreiber by email on 7 June 2005. See email dated 7 June 2005 (Attachment 7).
o A copy of the 2 page summary by Dr W o o M w a s provided to Ms Schreiber and

Dr Leo Keliher, Director General of DPC at the Steering Committee meeting on
Friday, 10 June 2005.

RELATED ISSUES:

I

NIA

3

BENEFITS AND COSTS:

ACTIONS TAXIEN/ REOUIRED:

No action required.
ATTACHMENTS:

Attachment 1

E-mail 7 June 2005 - Leanne Patton to lawyers acting for the
Department.
E-mail 8 June 2005 - Crown Law to Leanne Patton
E-mail 9 June 2005 - Leanne Patton to Crown law

:

)

Attachment 2

Letter from COI to W David Boddice re s m a r y prepared by Dr
Woodruff

Attachment 3

Letter fiom Crown Law to COI dated 7 June 2005 re Bundaberg
Review Team interim report

Attachment 4

E-mail from Leanne Patton to Crown Law dated 10 June 2005 re the
two page summary by Dr Woodnzff.

Attachment 5

letter Crown Law to the COI 14 June 2005

Attachment 6

email dated 16 June 2005 Geraldine Weld to Ms Schreiber, re the
history of provision of the draft report to the COI

Attachment 7

Email Jill Pfingst to Ms Schreiber dated 7 June 2005 re provision of
the Bundaberg Review Team interim draft report

4

From:
To:

Date:
Subject:

Leanne Patton
Peter Dwyer
6/9/05 8:42am
RE: Interim Report from Review Team

Dear Peter

At this time we don't anticipate having our final report available until our due date 30th June 2005.
Peter Woodruff still has a significant number of charts to review (approx 100) which he is in the
process of doing now. Peter is currently reviewing charts whilst he is on long service leave. Until
Peter has finished his chart review and the data has been analysed, there are several sections of the
report which can not be written.

I have validated the above with Mark Mattiussi this morning.
Kind Regards
Leanne
323 40323

'

i

>>z "Peter Dwyer" <Peter.Dwyer@lCrownLaw.aId.aov.au> 06/08/05 06:49pm >>>

Leanne
Does the review team have an estimated time for completion of the final report?

Is there any possibility that it would be finalised by the start of the Bundaberg sittings of the inquiry
(20/6/05)?
Peter

Peter Dwyer
I
Principal Lawyer
Queensland Health Bundaberg Hospital Inquiry Team
Crown Law
Phone: 323 96169
Fax: 322 47431
Email: peter.dwver@crownlaw.ald.aov.au
--Original MessageFrom: Leanne Patton [mailto:leanne ~atton@health.qld.aav.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 7 June 2005 952 AM
To: Peter Dwyer; Peter Crofts
Subject: Interim Report from Review Team

-

\

I

Dear Peters
Please find attached pdf version of Interim Report.

There are still a significant number of chart reviews to be completed. As a consequence 3.2 is only in
the fledgling stages. The chart review will also alter risk management and other sections once
completed. Obviously the conclusion and exec summary can not be completed until the rest of the
document is finalised.

I have a hard copy available- where should deliver it to?
Kind Regards
Leanne
Principal Project Offier
Bundaberg Review Team
323 40323

:
II

.,
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Crown Law
’

Your ref:
Our ref:
Contact:
Directph:
Direct ih.z

CS5/HEAO27/5744/DZP
Peter Dwyer
(07) 323 96169
(07) 3224 7431

’‘ Queensiand Governrbenf

Justice
Departmentof
and Attorneyjienemt’

7 June 2005

MrA S Stella
Solicitor to C o d s s i o n of Inquiry
Bundaberg Hospital Commission of Inquiry
Level 9
Brisbane Magistrates Court
363 George Street
BRISBANE Q 4000

Dear Ivlr Stella

-

Interim report Bundaberg Eospital Review Team

Further to your letter of request dated 11 May 2005 (item 6),I enclose a copy of the draf’k
interim report of the “Review of Clinical Services Bundaberg Base Hospital” undertaken by
Drs Mattiussi and Wakefield and Associate Professors Woodruff and Hobbs. I note that the
interim report is also the subject of sumnonses dated 18 May 2005 served on each member
of the review team.
As is clear on the face of the document, the review team emphasise that the report is not yet
finalised and so some of its content, incfudingfindings, may change in the course of
finalising the report.

Peter Dwyer
Principal
encl

State Law Building
go Ann Street Brisbane

GPO Box 149 Brisbane
Queensland 4001 Australia
Ox 40121 Brisbane Uptown
CDE D38
Teefephone 07 3239 6703
Facsimile 07 3239 0407
ABM 13 846 673 994
DocumentNo.: 1161968

-.

itall Commission of lnquiry

undabe
10 June 2005
Mr D K Boddice SC
Level 8
Inns of Court
I 0 7 North Quay
BRISBANE QLD

BY E-MAIL: BODDIC E@QLDBAR.AS N.AU
Dear David

0
--

Bundaberg Hospital Commission of lnquiry

I understand that a team of four investigators engaged by
Queensland Health has obtained some information from one of its
members, Dr Woodruff about Dr Woodruff's findings in relation to a
number of clinical notes which he has reviewed.

I would appreciate it if I could be supplied with those findings in
respecf of the patients reviewed to date by Dr Woodruff.

I understand that in its thoroughness the review team would prefer
for Dr Woodruff to continue reviewing many more files relating to the
Bundaberg Base Hospital, and to complete his report after reviewing
all those files.

I

Because the lnquiry Team must assemble evidence for the
Commission before it gets to Bundaberg, Iask for the preliminary
findings.

I understand that the review team desires also that Dr Woodruff
provide some commentary in respect of a number of files he has
completed reviewing. I would be very pleased to have that
commentary as soon as it is available.
I understand that Dr Woodruff has attempted to find the file of one
Chris Sniff for the purpose of review. I would be pleased if Dr
Woodruff would review that file too as soon as it is located.

Errol Morzone
Damien Atkinson

Secretary
David Groth

Level 9
Brisbane Magistrates Courl
363 George Street
Brisbane Qld 4000
PO BOX 13147
.
George Street Qld 4003
Telephone: 07 3109 9150
Facsimile: 07 3109 9 151
Toll Free No: 1800 610 558
Email:

Yours faithfully
David Andrews
Counsel Assisting the Commission of Inquiry

Document 434

Commissioner
Anthony Moms QC
Deputy Commissioners
Sir Llewellyn Edwards AC
Margaret Vider RN
Counsel Assisting
David Andrews SC

1

bhci@bhci.ald.aov.au
Website:
www.bhci.ald.aov.au
'

From:

To:

I.

Date:!
Subject:

Leanne Patton
peter.dwyer@crownlaw.qld.gov.au
10/06/20058:26:00

Tables as requested

Dear Peter
Please find attached tables from Peter - very much in draft form
Kind Regards
Leanne
323 40323

cc:

Peter Crofts

*

*.

. ,*..
Tables: Summary of Charts Reviewed to Date
Patients Referred to the Coroner: Kemps (Bundaderg), Walk (Brisbane)
Patients where Chart Review requested by the Coroner: h)orrQn,
Gautray

Did Patel Contribute to Adverse Outcome

Maybe

13

No

98

Yes

13

-

Yes: Bellamy, Blight, Bramich, Connors, Cox, Fleming, Grave,
Johnson, Paul Jones, Kemps, Mobbs, Nagle, Phillips
Maybe: Daisey, Delaney, Dorron, Gautray, Grealish, Leonard
Green, Anita Jones, McDonald, Pancheri, Parsons, Harold
Roach, Slater, Walk

Was Patel Outside of Expertise Scope
Total

124

Maybe

4

NO

116

Yes

4

!

Yes: Grave, Kemps, Phillips, Tebbit
Maybe: Deakin, Gautray, 'Leonard Green, Slater
Was Patient Management Reasonable

Maybe

14

NO

11

Yes

99

No: Bellamy, Bramich, Cox, Dewitt, Grave, Anita Jones, Paul
Jones, Kemps, Mobbs, Nagle, Phillips

-

-

Maybe: Blight, Connors, Daisey, Deakin, Dorron, Fleming,
Gautray,

Leonard Green,

Barry Johnson,

Pancheri, Harold Roach, Slater, Walk

Mc

Donald,

* ..
. .

I ransmit report
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3239 6169
323 D b 3 8 6

14 June 2005

Mr David Andrews SC
Counscl Assisting thc Cornmiasion of Inquiry
Bdaber&zHospital Comrniasion o f Inquiry
Love1 9
Drisbane Magistrntes Court
363 Qcorge S e c t
BRISBANE Q 4000
Dear Mr rslldrcws

Request for pralkninary flndlnga DT Dr Pctar Woodruff

I r&t to your lettor Q t e d 1 0 .luna 2005 to lvLr Dwid Boddice SC requesting the p n l h z i n a r y
findings ofDr Peter Woockuf3?.a member of Quecnsland HealllagsBundaberE Hospitd rcvicw
toam. in relation to rho cltzical ohpas ho has rcvicwcd t o date.

I now sncloeo a suasxmmry, in table fonn. of Dr WoodnrfPs pmLiminary Andiww in relation ta
124 charts.

As regards your mqucst for Dr W o o c k u f I s co-onXEUY

has reviewed, I tztn still awniiing imtrucdons on wfitheso instructtone tomorrow.

in respect ofa number o€the chms 110
this mny be avnilnblo. I eXPect to receive

I am instructed that y o u r ~ - c c r
to L'ChrlsSniff' I n tho finalpmra-ph
ofyour lcttcr WBB in
fact rnea,ntto bo to Chris "Sdch". Another member ofthc reviow team spoke With Dr
Woodnrffearliertoday ia rslation to his mvicvv ofthis pnticnt's c€mrt nnd f run instructed thnt
D r Woodnrffprovidcd the f0110VVirrg supMcyTy:

-

Tho patient had his surgery on 22 M-h

2004- bilntsral inguinal hcrnia repair with

inscrtioii of mesh

D U Y U m M I

NO.: 1163947

P

Crown Law
QueenslandGovernment
Your reE

Our ref:
Contact
Direct ph:
Direct fax:

CP5/HEAO27/5744/DZP
Peter Dwyer
3239 6169
323 96386

Departmentof

Justiceand Attorney-General

14 June 2005

Mr David Andrews SC
Counsel Assisting the Commission of Inquiry
Bundaberg Hospital Commission of Inquiry
Level 9
Brisbane Magistrates Court
363 George Street
BRISBANE Q 4000
Dear Mr Andrews

i
-----

- - -

Request
for preliminary findings of Dr Peter Woodruff ___
-

--

Izfer to your letterdgw-1O-JiiiE2005-t~MiiD~d
B~ddiceSC-re~~esting-the-preliminary---findings of Dr Peter W o o M , a member of Queensland Health’s Bundaberg Hospital review
team, in relation to the clinical charts he has reviewed to date.

I now enclose a summary, in table form, of Dr Woodruff’s preliminary findings in relation to
124 charts.
As regards your request for Dr Woodruff’s commentary in respect of a number of the charts he
has reviewed, I am still awaiting ‘instructionson when this may be available. I expect to receive
these instructions tomorrow.
(

E am instructed that your reference to “Chris Sniff’ in the final paragraph of your letter was in
fact meant to be to Chris “Smith”. Another member of the review team spoke with Dr
Woodruff earlier today in relation to his review of this patient’s chart and I am instructed that
Dr Woodruffprovided the following summary:
0

The patient had his surgery on 22 March 2004- bilateral inguinal hernia repair with
ihertion of mesh.

State law Building
50 Ann Street Brisbane
GPO Box 149 Brlsbane
Queensland 4001 Australia
Dx 40121 Brisbane Uptown

CDE D3B

Document No.:1163947

Telephone 07 3239 6703
Facslmlle 07 3239 0407
ABN 13 846 673 994

a

The patient was examined by Dr Barry O’Loughlin after referral fiom the Patient Limon
Service in this year. The patient complained of ongoing pain which prevented him fiom
caring for his acreage.

On examination the patient was found to be tender over the left inguinal ring. The wound
had healed as expected without breakdown on infection.

Dr O’Loughlin ordered an ultrasound which showed some thickening of the spermatic cord
vessel. There was no atrophy of the testicle on the Ieft side. Dr O’Louphlitl treated the
patient for neuralgia by injecting hydrocortisone locally and suggested that if the neuralgia
did not continue to subside the patient may need the mesh removed fiom the repair.
Dr Woodruff indicated that the neuralgia may have occurred if the patient had been
operated on by another general surgeon. As the patient was continuing to improve
according to Dr O’Loughlin’s notes, Dr Woodruffs overall summary of the surgical
management of Mr Chris Smith is: “Maybe” Dr Patel contributed to the patient’s “adverse
outcome”.
-____

I will
contact you tomorrow
regarding Dr Woodruff’s
respect of
______-______
- progress on his commentary in
certain charts.

Crown Law
Document No.: 1163947

page 2 of 2

.

-

Tables: Summary of Charts Reviewed to Date
Patients Referred to the Coroner: Kemps (Bundaberg), Walk (Brisbane)
Patients where Chart Review requested by the Coroner: Dorron,
Gautray

Did Patel Contribute to Adverse Outcome

-Ye=

Bell*yJ3ig

ht, Bramich , C O J @ Q ~Cox,
,
Flerning, Grave,

r$-=5+

Johnson, Paul Jones, Kemps, ypb&s,Nagle, Phillips
Gautray, Grealish, Leonard
Pancheri, Parsons, Harold

of Expertise Scope

I Maybe

14

Yes: Grave, Kemps, Phillips, Tebbit
Maybe: Deakin, Gautray, Leonard Green, Slater
Was Patient Management Reasonable

Maybe

14

No

I1

Yes

99

qv7

4%)
w-4

No: Bellamy, Bramich, Cox, Dewitt,
-

Paul

0

-J.~nes,-Kemps,_Mobbs,-Magle,-P-hillips-~~

'

-2A

A??

Maybe: Blight, Connors, Daise$+YDeakin, Dorron, Fleming,

&$ Johnson,
n
Pancheri, Harold Roach, Sater, Walk
Gautray,

Leonard Green,

Mc

Donald,

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Geraldine Weld
UschiSch reiber@premiersIqld.gov.au
16/06/2005 9: 15:OO

Review Committee Report

Dear Uschi
-I.The interim Review Committee report was sent to the COI on 7 June 2005. See attached letter
dated 7 June 2005.
2. The 2 page Woodruff report was sent to the COI by fax 6.43 pm on 14 June 2005 and then sent by
email to Tony Stella at the COI. See attached fax sheet and letter from Crown Law to COI.

David Andrews SC advised Crown l a w last week that Dr Woodruff had produced this report and
asked for a copy. This w a s obtained from Ms Leanne Patton, who is assisting the Review Committee
and sent to the COI on 14 June 2005.
The letter sending the report states that the document is a preliminary report in relation to 124 charts.
3. Dr Woodruff is preparing the chart reviews and his review will form part of the Review Committee
report. In the draff. report it appears on page 36.It states that the total number of charts to be
reviewed is 249.

-

4. As at 10 June 2005 Dr Woodruff had reviewed 124 of a total 221 charts he is reviewing. It is
expected that he will finish his review this week. ~ F K E % E i b e r s h ~ W C o m m l t t ~ l J r

Mattuissi-and-Dr-Wakefield)-are-reviewing-3O-~harts~~his-w~ll-r~uIt-in-a-tofalof252_chartshEiing
reviewed.

Regards
Geraldine Weld
Special Project Officer
Commission of Inquiry Team
Queensland Health
Ph: 3234 I166

Fax: 3234 1482
email: Geraldine Weld@,health.ald.aov.au
1
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***********c****w***************H****Hxc*

This email, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). The contents of
this email, and any attachments, may be confidential and subject to legal professional privilege.
Confidentiality and legal privilege is not waived or lost if you receive it and you are not the intended or
authorised recipient(s). Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure,copying, distribution or review of
this email, and any attachments: is prohibited.
If you are not the intended or authorised recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender by
telephone (no: (07) 323 40302) or by return email. You should also delete this email message and
any attachments and destroy any hard copies produced.
fL*******cf*******c*******c*******************

cc:

Jill Pfingst

From:
'

Jill Pfingst

To:

uschi.schreiber@premiers.qld.gov.au

Date:

7/06/2005 3:07:53 pm
Fwd: interim Report from Review Team

Subject:

Uschi
Here is a copy of the interim report from the Bundaberg Review Team. It has already gone to Mr
Morris.
Regards

JILL
Jill Pfingst
Executive Manager
Director-General's Office
Queensland Health
email jill_pfingst@health.qld.gov.au
Telephone 32341177

. ;

From:

To:
Date:

Subject:

Leanne Patton.
Peter Dwyer; peter.dwyer@crownlaw.qld.gov.au
23/06/2005 8:08:18
As requested

Dear Peter
Information as requested. Please note the content may change. Pter Woodruff is giving me more
amendmentstoday after overnight editing.
Kind Regards
Leanne

cc:

I

i

_.
!

I

Mark Mattiussi; Peter Crofts

